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Miss Mary Williamson,
school Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, Dec. 13. Contending
teacher of Encino, was shot and inWashington, Dec. 13. Representa- that the present tarjff law Imposes
a excessive duties and that the country
tended a meeting of the territorial stantly killed early yesterday morn- tive Stephens of Texas, introduced
joint resolution that the President at large demands Ub amendment,
(Jood Roads Commission held in the ing near Lucy, Torrance county,
by appoint a commission,
and with a Senator Cummins of Iowa today deoffice of Governor Mills at the capitol. her uncle, W. A. Gray.
According to commissioner,
by Texas, livered a speech in the senate in the
appointed
Governor Mills, Land Commissioner Gray, the shooting was
the boundary of Texas advocacy of his resolution limiting
entirely ac
R. P. Ervien and Territorial Engineer
cidental, or unintentional, and he is and New Mexico. It is similar to the the power of amendment of bills
Vernon L. Sullivan, members of the
apparently
quite broken up over it. bills he sought to have Congress pass dealing with separte schedules of the
to
commission, listened attentively
said
that
he and his niece were in previous sessions but which Dele- tariff law. The speech was the first
Gray
the Albuquerque representatives who
on a claim near Lucy. gate Andrews defeated.
proving
up
attack of the session on the
had been sent by a Good Roads meet- Miss
The secretary of the treasury sent
Williamson rode from Encino
s
law, and it received careful
Albuquer-queanThe
Duke
at
the
City.
ing
to spend Sat- a communication to the House trans- attention. Mr. Cummins declared that
succeeded in securing a prom- Saturday night in order
of
of
the secretary
estimates
under existing parliamentary usage of
ise that the road from Santa Fe to Al- urday and Sunday wjth her uncle on mitting
their claim. The girl arose early the interior, increasing the salaries the House and Senate, the amendthis
be
would
completed
buquerque
of New Mexico and ment of
of the
the tariff law is ojit of
winter. It is constructed as far as yesterday morning and had begun to Arizona governors
to $6,000 a year, an increase
She
breakfast
to
went
prepare
and he contended that the first
from
there,
Algodones, but south
of
$3,000.
step to be taken was the modificaabout two miles of heavy sand will Gray's room to awaken him. Gray
tion of the rules to render it possible
have to be overcome. The Good Roads says that he thought the girl was
to amend the tariff section by section.
Commission will contribute $4,000 and some one sneaking up on him to JUDGE NEIL. REFUSES
TO RECEIVE PETITION.
the Albuquerqueans said that Berna- murder him and he immediately took
"During the recent political struggle,"
would his shotgun and shot the girl three
lillo county and Albuquerque
said Mr. Cummins, "I did not hear a
raise $6,000, it being expected that times. Gray claims that he had for- Protests Against the Manner in Which single utterance by a Republic an that
Trial of Coopers for Carmack
Sandoval county in which the greater gotten that his niece was in the house
did not admit that the law contains
Murder Was Conducted.
part of the road lies, will contribute The body lay just outside of the
duties that ought to be changed, and
S.
its share of the $6,000. The U.
shack, apparently where the girl had
it is the duty of Congress to especialIndian service will probably also gone after being shot. One wound
Nashville, Tenn., Dec. 13. A peti- ly act speedily, to put wool on the
make another donation of $500 as it was visible about the region of the tion
asking that the Davidson county free list." Mr. Aldrich and Mr. Lodge
did for that part of the road going ov- heart, evidently having been made criminal court declare
illegal and void agreed wih Mr. Cummins that it is
er La'Bajada hill. The road will be with one load of buckBhot. The dead the
which the case desirable to take up the tariff by subproceedings
by
part of El Camino Real and will con- girl is survived by a mother and sisRobin Cooper on the charges jects, and not by schedules. Mr.
nect at Santa Fe with the road up ter, the latter residing in San Rafael, against
of the murder of Senator Edward
Heyburn disagreed. '
to
and
also
Pecos
the
Santa Fe canyon
Califonia. They have been notified
was dismissed, was presented
with the Santa Fe Trail to Las Vegas of the tragedy.
this morning by all attorneys who GIRLS RESCUED FROM
via Canoncito and Glorieta, on both
Mounted Police Notfied.
the state in the trial in
represented
ROOF OF BUILDING.
of which the Good Roads Commission
Mounted Policeman John W. Col- which Cooper and his father Duncan
is doing fine work at present.
lier from Estancia today notified the Cooper were acquitted and by Sam C.
Territorial Funds.
headquarters of the Mounted Police Carmack brother of Senator Carmack. Fed in Scanty Clothing From Drill in
" .".that
w.hU.. 1
Physical Culture Class in Chicago
Gray is in jail at Estancia. Ac It charges that the effort to acquit the
today received the following remit-- cording to Collier, the shooting took defendants was a fraud upon the state.
Structure,
tances: Jackson Agee, Grant county,
o'clock in the morning Judge Neil refused to allow the petione
at
place
Eddy
$18,200.94; W. H. Merchant,
Chicago Dec. 13. Fifty screaming
and the
body was not found un- tion to be filed. The next move will
county, $4,204.31; Celso Lopez, Santa til four. girl's
is a widower about be to take the case before the supreme hysterical girls, attired in gymnasium
Gray
Fe county, $1,728.29; Game Warden
was court on a writ of certiorari.
clothes, were rescued from the roof of
forty years of age. The deed
Thomas P. Gable, $12.50.
a burning building at 311 to 313 Waba
and
a
shot
committed
gun,
wjth
Burglar Arrested.
BROWNSVILLE BRIDGE
ash Avenue today by firemen. The
Mounted
Policeman J. Alexander bloody handkerchief was picked up.
OPENED TO TRAFFIC. girls were engaged jn a gymnasium
Street of Tucumcarl, who was recent- Gray is a blacksmith by trade and
drill in the school of Physical Culture
thinkly appointed, already has made good Insists that he shot at the girl
Historic Ferry Boat Over Rio Grande when the fire broke out. When the
by arresting at Pratt, Kansas, OUie ing it was a burglar trying to break
Will be Discontinued
on New
on the Belen
smoke began pouring into the hall,
Kearney and taking him back to Tu- into the house. Lucy is
'
Year's Day.
the girls Seared to descend to the
thirteen miles east of Willard
cumcarl. Kearney is supposed to be cut-of-f
street and the Instructor, giving them
responsible for several burglaries and twenty miles southeast of Estan
Brownsville, Texas, Dec. 13. The no time to put on their clothing, marlately at Tucumcarl, and Street re cia The Mounted tolice are invesInternational railroad bridge connect- shalled them to the roof. From the
ports that he has recovered $300jtigating the case.
ing Brownsville and Matamoros, Mex roof the frightened girls were carried
worth of the stolen goods and intiico, was formally announced open to down the fire escapes. None was inmates that Kearney has confessed. MORE SUGAR WEIGHING
FRAUDS ELSEWHERE? traffic yesterday. The bridge
Watch Out for Jessie Croffer.
has; jured, but there was some tall scampbeen used for the transportation of ering for the neighboring office build
The Mounted Police were notified
for Jessie Grand Jury at New Orleans Begins freight for several months but for ings, where the girls hid themselves
today to be on the look-ou- t
some reason was closed to pedestri- from the smiles and stares of thou
Exhaustive and Significant InCroffer, supposed to be on the way
ans and vehicles. The Ferry boat sands of spectators and where
to New Mexico from Sacramento, Cal.,
vestigation of Port.
they
New Orleans, Dec. 13. The federal which has been in operation between were
where she is wanted for stealing
suppli d with more complete
Her game is grand jury today began an exhaustive the two cities for half a century will costumes. Besides the physical
$2,000 worth of jewels.
to hire out as a servant girl and investigation of the methods of sugar be discontinued with New Year.
forty girl employes of desk
then to rob her employers. Jessie is weighing at this port. Special agents
and carpet companies occupying the
are
of
here CHIEF JUSTICE WHITE
the Department of Justice
35 years old and is described as tall
building were assisted down the fire
and angular and as blushing eaBily. to assist the inquiry.
DID NOT TAKE OATH.
escapes. The fire damage was $100,- Made No Profits.
Educational Convention.
000.
to13.
be
Dec.
is
What
is
Education
Washington,
The Department of
Wishes to Pay Delicate Compliment
conlieved to be the greatest industrial
to Judge Harlan By Permitting
day distributing programs of the
OBJECTIONS TO APPOINTMENT
vention of the New Mexico Education- trust in the world, next to Standard
Him to Preside.
OF NEGRO LAWYER.
Sugar Refining
al Association at Las Vegas to be held Oil the American
Washington, Dec. 13. To the disknown
as
the
a
is
sug appointment of the
Company, popularly
after Christmas. The program
that Attorney General Wickersham
Bear trust didn't make a dollar profit thronged the court gathering
crowded one and very interesting.
room Justice
sieged By Both Sides to the
last year; at least that Is what its White did not take the oath of office
Notaries Public Appointed.
Color Controversy.
Governor Mills today appointed the officers have sworn in the returns filed today as Chief Justice of the Supreme
the
under
Lizzie
the
in
notaries public:
treasury department
following
Court. It is believed to be Justice
Dec. 13. Objections to
Chunn and Bessie Cunning of Clayton. provisions of the corporation tax law White's intention to pay Justice Har- theWashington,
proposed appointment as AssistMim-breConadopted at the last session of
Union county; Charles Dennis of
lan the senior member of the court ant Attorney General of William B.
Grant county; Robert S. Fischer gress. Instead of the trust making a a delicate
compliment by permitting Lewis, a negro lawyer of Boston, and
claims
statement
sworn
James
the
Grant
of Fort Bayard,
county;
profit
him to preside over the court, pos- famous in the annals of football as a
s
more
behind
than
ran
that it
S. Fielder of Deming.
center rush at Harvard years ago, are
of a million dollars;, to be sibly until after the holiday recess.
The following were appointed this
being presented to Attorney General
afternoon:. James A. Hall and Bryant exact, $707,726;.
ROYAL ARCH MASONS
Wickersham. On the other hand,
Roosevelt
of
H. Thompson
Elida,
ELECT OFFICERS. Booker Washington called on Mr.
county; Francisco Sandoval of San MRS. HERBERT MASON CLAPP
The Santa Fe Chapter No. 1 of the Wickersham today to urge his approvIS RELEASED ON BAIL.
Miguel, gan Miguel county; H. Jar-vi- s
Royal Arch Masons elected officers al of the appointment.
Williams of Deming, Luna counlast night as follows: H. P., John H.
MiSoShot
She
Her
She
of
Claims
That
E.
Socorro,
Moffett,
ty; Cora
Walker; King, Charles A. Wheelon; THIRTY DAYS IN
GalAccident
of
Husband
llionaire
Neumann
By
corro county; Hans
JAIL FOR CONTEMPT.
Scribe, Dr. J. A. Massie; Treasurer,
During Quarrel.
lup, McKinley county.
Hiram B. Cartwright; Secretary, ArPhiladelphia, Dec. 13. Although thur
Incorporation.
and Sentinel, Fred Government's Star Witness In Brick
Incorporation papers were filed to- still in a serious condition the hospi- Muller.Seligman,
Trust Trial Sentenced By
Mason
tal
Herbert
of
that
church
physicians say
day, by the First Baptist
Judge Landis.
Dexter, Chaves county. The incor- Clapp, the well known club man and
of Mason, the "Shoe Blackporators and trustees are: W. L. grand-soDec. 13. Mrs.
Aileen
Chicago,
Nichols, Frank Frost, F. E. Hogan, M. ing King," probably will recover frqm FIVE
FOR
the
star
Christopher,
bullet-woungovernment's
received
the
he
yesterCaffall.
L. Kuyendall and W. J.
witness in the prosecution of the
day. Mrs. Marie Clapp, his wife, who
Increase in Postoffice Force.
Brick Trust, today was sentenced to
Postmaster E. C. Burke has put to was arrested on the strength of the
EVERY
thirty days in Jail for contempt of
work over the Christmas holidays F. statement of the wounded man that
court for refusal to produce certain
on
was
she
had
shot
released
and
as
him,
Stevenson
R.
temporary clerk,
information before the federal grand
Edward M. Berardinelll, as temporary $2,500 bail late last., night. She maintains that the shooting was accident- Reforestration to Be Pushed jury. Her attorney, John A. Harper,
carrier.
was sentenced to seventy days for
al. A quarrel she said, took place ov
Governor Mills Returns.
With Might and Main by his pr.rt in the same refusal.
Governor Mills returned last even- er the opening or closing of a window
ing from Las Vegas, where he was and the shooting occurred while she
Government
OXFORD DEFEATS CAMBRIDGE
present at the dedication of the new and her husband were struggling for
AT FOOTBALL BY 23 TO 18.
a
of
the
revolver.
of
New
the
Mexico
Normal
possession
dormitory
University. Governor Mills describes
I N ATI 0 NSARE COMPLETED
EDM
London, Dec. 13. Oxford University
the dormitory as a fine structure VIOLENT ST0RM8 RAGE
defeated Cambridge by a score of 23
ON FRENCH COAST,
which accommodates thirty-fou- r
girl
to 18 in the annual Rugby football
boarders. The school now has an attendance of over 250 pupils. One of Armored Cruiser Edgar Quentin Runs Further Additions to Reserves match today.
Are Not Contemplated
Ashore But American Battleships
the features of the dedication was the
Are Safe at Brest.,
singing in Spanish of "My Country
for Present.
NOTICE.
A violent
'Tis of Thee," as translated and copyBrest, France, Dec. 13.
'
Sf
The relief committee of the
storm raged over the harbor today
righted by Eleuteria Baca.
Washington, Dec. 13. As many X Woman's Board of Trade will
The visiting American battleships
Tests of Material for Culverts.
will be planted under 'the X distribute
trees
SulVernon
L.
Territorial Engineer
and
gifts of food, apples,
Idaho, Mississippi
Minnesota,
livan has Just completed a number of Vermont, were held firm by the an- direction of the Forest Service on the X clothing and toys to the ptor
"
tests, both in actual practice, and In chors, bnt the French armored crui- National Forests of the' country dur X for Christmas, any one wish- the laboratory of different material for ser Edgar Quetien was driven on the ing the present fiscal year as were X ing to do Christmas Charity
culverts and found that as to steel, beaoh. It was floated later by tugs. set out during the last five years X and not knowing to whom to
combined,
according to Associate X send their gifts, the Commit- corrugated Iron and Ingot Iron, that
the last named is by far the most the ingot iron without galvanization Forester Potter. This is the begin- X tee will be pleased to dlstri-- .
durable for the purpose. Ingot iron was a little over 6 pe. cent, and of ning of a plan to increase as much X bute for them if articles are
as possible each year the number set X sent to Library Rooms Thurs- culverts are at present being placed corrugated iron was 100 per cent.
e out.
Eliminations and additions to X day, December 22, between the
on the Scenic Highway in the Santa Washington, Dec. 13. The
site at Langston, Curry county, forest reserves are practically com- X hours of 2 and 4 p. m.
Fe canon to replace the timber bridges which have worn out. The loss by New Mexico, has been changed to one-ha- pleted and now it Is possible to form X
MRS. A. J. FISCHER,
mile southwest
In effect De- - I some idea of the permanent bounda X
corrosion on the galvanized ingot iron
Chairman.
ries of the forest reserves.
piece was not quite 11 per cent, on cember 7.
A. B. McGaffey, D. K. B. Sellers and
W H. Hahn, of Albuquerque, today at-
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Spanish Rendition of America Deceased Was Teaching School Mills and Sloan to Get $6,000 a Heyburn, However, Having Pro" Chihuahua Is Uneasy Over the Before Seventh Grade, Says
tection of Wool in Mind,
at Encino, Torrance
Friedman, Head of the
Year From Uncle Sam
Report That Battle Is
Sung at Normai School Dorin Progress
(Carlisle School.
in Future.
County.
Begs to Differ.
x
mitory Dedication.

v
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With Commission in
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He Opposes the Appointment or
Election of Judges
for Life.

j

El Paso, Dec. 13. PassetiKers
ar-- :
"The crying need of this country! Chi. ago, Doc. 13. Governor W. It
is the industrial school, to train Stuhbs, of Kansas, made a sensation-boy- s
today
riving this morning from Mexico de-- j
and girls to make a living, and .,, atta(:k u,wm ranroa(is ami ,rusts.
Chihuahua
clare that
City was full not to
give them the foundation to
of reports last night that a fight Is nt them to enter a University which at a banquet of the Illinois ManuwaeHe
Association
last
turers
night.
taking place between the rebels and they will never see," declared M.
superintendent of the Car- - dared that "the advanced freight
at
Pedernales. Reports
regulars
lisle Indian School at Carlisle, Pa., the 'rates demanded by the railroads, were
brought to Chihuhua by a passenger
largest in the world for it has 1,050 agreed t0 by le (.om,)ined railroads
from Madera, say that the firing' students.
Mr. Friedman accompanied
.tii d are therefore dearly in violation
could be heard as the train passed by Mrs. Friedman are on their way to
t
of
the Sherman
law," and
the
const and he was interviewed at;
through Pedernales and that women
breakfast at the Montezuma hotel v''tre unjustifiable,
and children were crying in the this
Tn' speaker condemned the judge
morning.
streets.
Mr. Friedman became superintend-- j who
corporations for violations
Texas Rangers to Watch Boundary. ent of Carlisle in 1907 and he is what!01 Iaw and "discharges the officers
El Paso, Dec. 13. Chaplain Hughes Americans call a hustler. He looks it.jwno Kpt tne money and are' the real
in the case." He asserted
an ounce of superfluous
commanding the Texas Rangers at Without
illat
"tlle
relation of the federal gov-hwith
a
firm
clear
and
chin
flesh,
eyes
Ysleta in this county, received a teleshows poise, power and under- - cvnment to unlawful commercial
gram this morning from the adjutant
He has enjoyed the advan- - B'itll,ions organized for spoils and
general of the state to report, at once
of
a
brilliant education.
Born Plunder is one of the most humiliat-iwith all his men to the sheriff
tages
of
'"P an1 disgraceful chapters i.i Ameri-therhe
attended
Cincinnati
the
schools
Presidio county at Marfa. Presidio
history." Governor Str.'ibs said
went
and
through the technical r,-county extends to the Mexican line at
Ojinaga in the region of which on the school. Later he took an engineering!'11 Part:
"lt is ''ommon on occasions of this
Mexican side of 'the revolutionists course at the University of Cincin-- I
v. ords
and
nati, graduating with high honors, j character to sugar-coa- t
have been active lately.
Later he went to the University of round our sentences to please the
The question of entertain- California.
He had twelve years
SIX PRISONERS
mf'1;t is 110t a matter of deep concern
dustrial
which
time
during
training
KILL THEMSELVES.
he studied closely the statistics
to to ;ie at this time. It is my purpose
As Protests Against Barbaric Treat- see just what need there is of indus- and hope to present in a plain, bustrial schools in this country. He inesslike way facts and conditions that
ment of Russian Officials Three
De worthy of your careful
spent three years as head of the
Cut Their Throats.
school at Phoenix; then three soientious and serious consideration,
"ln th-- evolution of government,
years as a teacher in the Philippine
St. Petersburg, Dec. 13. The report
and then two years at Has- generation has had its own respon-kelthat M. Sasonoff, who in 1904 assasi-sinatenihilities to bear, its own work to do.
Institute, Lawrence, Kansas.
Minister of the Interior Von If there is any man who knows
problems to solve, Its own batPlehve, had died in prison at
dustrial school work. Mr. Friedman ties tr. fight. This generation must
is officially confirmed today. ought to.
meet the problems of today like men
His death is attributed to suicide. Rewho are conscious of their power and
Per Cent Quit.
Ninety
cently rumors that Sasonoff was fatability to meet every emergency, and
s
Mr. Friedman said, "I find from
determine every question of governally injured by flogging.were in circuthat are thoroughly reliable ment in a broad, liberal
lation. According to the Governor of
spirit for the
s
of the pupils who go
the prison, the officers discovered a that
benefit, and in the interest of a mato public schools quit scholing bejority of our citizens.
plot to release the political prisoners fore
they reach the seventh grade.
"Let us have the courage to tell the
en masse. All communication of the
What are these schools for, Judging
prisoners with outer world was stop- by their present curricula? Why to exact truth, about unwholesome commercial conditions that have grown
ped and corporal punishment was orthe young to enter the uni- up during the last score of years. Anydered for two prisoners. As a pro- prepare But
s
never enter thing 6hort of a
plain, accurate state- "
test against these measures, three versity.
ihe wiivoisity;' tbey never even see ment of facts
the iron
concerning
prisoners severed their arteries at the the eight grade of the school. They
which monopolies, trusts and il
wrjsts and three others including are then thrown out on the world to grip combinations
now hold on the
Sasonoff took fatal doses of morphine. mnke their own living, to support legal
commerce of our countrv. means elth
themselves and their families perhaps, rr mora, prostltutlon or
personal cowJACK JOHNSON WILL
Are they equipped for this great bur aidice.
FIGHT IN FRANCE. den, this, tremendous responsibility?
"Every student of public affairs and
I should say not. What can they do?
every public official charged with the
to
Meet
Winner of Langford What have they learned of the prac- enforcement of law, knows that the
Agrees
Jeannette Bout ,f Purse of $25r
tical that has a monetary weight?
alliance between professional politi- 00 if Put Up.
"And yet we know by statistics dans, corporation lawyers and the
again, that 72 per cent of the wage financial and commercial interests
Chicago, Dec. 13. Champion
Jack earners of the land earn their living which are concerned in shaping state
Johnson agreed last night to meet by their hands. Here is where the and federal
legislation to serve their
the winner of the Langford-Jeannettindustrial school steps into the breach .own special Interests, is a menace to
fight scheduled to occur in Paris in and takes the pupil at an early age the welfare and life of our republic,
February, in a 2T round bout to take nnd gives him manual training, gives
"It is well known for instance that
place in France next April for a purse him a knowledge that 'shall put mon- - within reasonable limits the packing
of $25,000 provided the money be ey in tis purse.'
house trust exercises arbitrary power
".
"Even two hours a day taken from to fix the purchase price of cattle,
posted in America and an American
i3 the referee. "I don't want any the study of the classics and mathe-Jhog- s
s
and other livestock, and
and put at manual training is mine with accuracy the amount of
lemons handed me!" said Johnson.
"If they don't come across with my we!! spent and we find that it even profit which they will take as their
two conditions nothing is doing."
brightens the pupil for his other share of the transaction. It is well
w.rk. serving as a kind of relaxation, known that the packing house trust
TWO MORE PLAGUES
throwing work on the muscles and was formed and is being operated in
FOR PACIFIC COAST. taking it off the eyes, the mind. More open and flagrant violation of moral
and more has it become recognized and statutory laws."
The speaker said that the methods
Immigrants From Far East Are Suf- that some kind of manual training is
invaluable to every one but to the employed by the giant masters of
fering From Hook Worm and
will never get the edu- finance who have destroyed the natupoor boy
Elephantiasis.
cation to fit him for a profession It ral laws of supply and demand
hook is indispensable. The manual train throughout the nation are in open and
Washington, Dec. 13 The
worm has been discovered in Chinese, ing or industrial school Is tno crying flagrant violation of the Sherman
In these United
laws, the plain provisions of
Hindu and other immigrants from need of the hour
if
not
the
entire world, but our federal constitution, the common
in
States
the far east arriving on the Pacific
of our land, and all moral oblicoast. The Public Health and Ma- especially in this country which is laws
filling up so rapidly. Is it any won- gations imposed upon respectable
the
Services
regard
rine Hospital
then that the boy or girl thrown citizens.
situation as critical. Rigid inspection der
"In this connection, the transportaout
the world has a hard time to
has been established at San Francis- makeinto
a living? But when he is taught tion question is perhaps the most
co and other Pacific ports. Elephanuseful trades he will be able to face important issue before the American
tiasis also has been discovered among the wolf at the door and do it
by solia people today. The Wall street finanChinese immigrants.
work for which there will be a mar- ciers, through a 'community of interest' scheme have by indirect methket."
ods formed what practically amounts
to a gigantic railroad trust, which
THE BOSTON WOOL
MARKET IS VERY DULL. controls the rates and policies of the
most important railroad systems in
French Worsted Spinners Are Heav - .the United States.
"There is a well established princilest Buyers and Foreign Product
is Moving.
ple of law which prohibits a man
Boston, Dec. 13. The local wool from doing indirectly that which the
merchants say that the seasonable law forbids him to do directly. If
It Is to Be a Corker Accord- dullness
of the market is greater than penalties are provided by law for dofor several years. The volume of ing an act, the same penalties should
ing to Popular Antisales is exceedingly small, although attach when that act is accomplished
cipation
prices hold firm. The principal busi- by indirect means.
ness is In territory and scoured wools.
"The Northern Securities Company,
worsted spinners are the heav- which was organized to consolidate
French;
SUBJECT
ISJOT ANNOUNCED iest buyers. A quantity of Idaho In the Great Northern, Northern Pacific
original bags has changed hands at 18 and Burlington railways, all competwhile ordinary fine and fine mediums ing lines, was declared illegal by the
Distinguished Orator Will Talk sells at 65 to 56 cents clean. Pulled federal supreme court. James J. Hill,
wool is dull but some
as Spirit Happens to
interest is J. Pierpont Morgan and their assoshown in foreign products.
ciates proved themselves to be above
Move Him.
the law and higher than the courts
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
by proceeding immediately to deNew Haven, Conn., Dec. 13. The
CHOOSES NEW PRESIDENT. stroy competition in railroad rates
eidreea herb this evening of Colonel
throughout the northwestern states
Roosevelt, who will be the guest and Dr. George Edgar Vincent, Son of by indirectly doing what the supreme
court had decided was unlawful for
Famous Chautauqua Founder,
the only speaker at the banquet at the
Receives the Honor.
the Northern Securities Company to
Chamber of Commerce at the Yale
Minneapolis, Minn., Nov. 13. Dr do.
to
rank
among George Edgar Vincent, dean of the
dining hall, promises
"The railroad is a government
the notable occasions in this city. faculty of arts, Htenture and science agency, and is therefore, supposed to
Colonel Roosevelt will select his own at the
University of Chicago today be subject to law. It is a creature of
subject and as he stated in a letter was chosen president of the Univer- government, but the creature has
JUBt received, he will speak as the
sity of Minnesota, to succeed Dr. Cy- grown to such proportions of wealth
run rus Northrup resigned. The new and political power that provisions of
spirit moves. Anticipitations
hjgh that he will deal vigorously president is a son of Bishop John Vin- law and decrees of courts have proven
with recent happenings in politics cent, founder of the Chautauqua instiand national affairs.
tution and is 46 years of age.
'
(Continued n Page Three)
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with a deadly weapon in the district
court at Albuquerque. Navaretto was
charged with causing the death of
Pablo Perea by hitting him over the
head with a stick of wood at Las

HAD PSORIASIS

THE LITTLE STORE

FOR TEN YEARS

WE HAVE THE GOODS

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1910.

M.

Xtemn
Every ana
i niiiffcL-.-

wionifi

about the wonderful

Established 1856.

kiww

i

new viirrtnni rjnnce.
Best M ott conven
ient. It cleanbei
latautiy.

SELIGMAIN BROS CO.

Demos D. Bates Demos D. Bates,
Aftk
tlmijiTimttnTit-- '
cannot duppiy the
years old and a native of South If hefonr
accept nfl
MARVEL,
Bend, Ind., died at Albuquerque. His Other,
but eerd stamp for cHvfta
book Healed. Tt
wife and a physician who had accom- lllutttriued
full narttcnlare and directions in-to lnritaa. M A if V K L
panied him to New Mexico, were Talnahle
44
aid Ktrr.et- - & E W X
w.n him at the time of his death. Mr.
Bates was an attorney and had been!
dictment was returned at Las Vegas
at Albuquerque for two months.
Work of Reforestation "Forester against Ramon de Herrera charging
Bert Phillips has ninety bushels of him with forgery. He had just been
cones stored in the storehouse in his found guilty of cattle stealing. It is
yard and twenty bushels more are at charged that he forged a bill of sale.
the Pueblo. They will be used for re- Julian Perea is on trial for stealing
forestation and sowed in the spring. sheep and after that case is disposed
The Pueblos have entered into the of, Abran Archuleta is to be tried for
business of cone gathering in earnest j the murder of his uncle, Damacio
this district has its full share, i chuleta. The territorial grand jury
The Carson district is always in front returned 44 true bills having examin activity and progressiveness, any ined into 53 cases.
way." Taos Valley News.
Light and Power Company Changes
If you want anymrng on earth try
Hands The Aztec Light and Power a New Mexican
Want Ad.
Company at Aztec, San Juan county,
has been bought by W. Goff Black, of
Aztec, well known in Santa Fe. ArTO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
thur Ponsford and other Denver men. Take LAX ATI Y E BROMO Quinine Tablets
The new owners will enlarge their Drufrfri8ts tefuntl money If It fails to cure K
supply ditch to capacity of 176 cubic W. a ROVE'S signature Is on each bo. 25c
feet and generate more power. The
river will be dammed with concrete
dam and the water power will be
more certain. The necessary permit
has been granted by Territorial Engineer V. L. Sullivan.
Naravisa Loses Belknap "Farming-tois soon to have numbered among
her boosters Willard Belknap, a basket leaves Monday Tuesday
prominent real estate man and boost- Returns Thursday and Friday.
er at present located at Nara Visa in
the eastern part of the Territory. He AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop
recently had a public sale at which Mrs.FO. BROWN Agenthe disposed of a great deal of his
Phone No 23 Red
property and as soon as he can close
his
he
rest
of
the
there
affairs
up
will come to Farmington to locate.
Mr. Belknap is one of New Mexico's
foremost exponents and Farmington
is to be congratulated in securing him
as a citizen." Farmington
10

Itching and Burning Terrible. Appearance Worse. Had Specialists
with Some Success,
and
a.
Others without Relief. Used
Inside
In 4 Days Relieved.
of 2 Weeks Cured.

FRESH GROCERIES,
CHOICE FRESH' CANDIES?

FRESH NEW ENGLAND BUCKWHEAT FLOUR
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES;

"I had been suffering with psoriaslt
for a period of ten years. It would
occasionally for a year or so and
then return in worse form than before.a
The last attack came on a little over
summer had
year ago, and by early
covered me all over. The itching and
my appearburning were terrible, andtried
different
ance was worse. I had
used
the
had
had
and
specialists
success
and
some
on ni sometimes with
In
the
relief.
without
early
at others
fall of 1909 I was induced to try the
Cuticura treatment, by a party who
had heard of a remarkable cure it had
made, and I confess that I started in,
not only without faith, but with every
prejudice against the medicine. In four
days 1 was relieved of the inconvenience,
and inside of No weeks cured, except
for a slight discoloration of the skin,
which wore off in a few weeks. I subsequently saw my friend Mr.
who had the Fame trouble. When he
saw the wonderful effect of Cuticura
upon me, he at once started the entire
treatment and was well in about ten
the relief
days. I beg to thank you forone
you have given me, and if anyof wants
Cuticura
as
merit
the
to
my testimony
for that trouble and will send me a
address
stamped envelope with their a recom-on
it, I will be glad to send them
mendation under my own signature.
Harry G. Martin. 1003 Colvert Bldg.,
Baltimore, Md., Mar. 1, 1910."
ar

TRY US.

I

M inter

Grocery Co.

Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

f

Telephone

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TK'KIl
CASH PURCHASE
WITH "ALL

A

NEW LINE OF

No. 40.

j

O

Genuine Ebony Goods
MILITARY BRUSHES, MANICURE SETS etc.
SEE

MM

ROUND

UP.

CHAFING DISHES AND TABLE KETTLES
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING.

These machines are fitted with Acolite Burners,
and there is nothing more useful in the home;
adapted to uses inumerable.

In buying your Holiday Goods
of us you are assured of attractive and interesting stocks brimful of new and original gift,
ideas and suggestions.
Come Now and Make Your Selections

LAONOBY

THE GOODS ARE RIGHT.
THE PRICES ARE RIGHT.
FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

DRY GOODS

HOUSE

P. O. Box 219

IN THE CITY

Phone 39

-

etor Circulating Coffee Percolaters
DAILY

HOLIDAY GOODS

For Best Laundry Work

Cutlrura Remedies aold tbrouehout the world
1'ruK fc ( hem Corp. Sole Props.. Bnetou,
book oo Skin Eruption.
MrMalled free,

THE

Toys Toys (Toys

K-

Ar-an- d

Potter

OUR

'.

t.t

Cuti-cur-

'(Incorporated 1903

klWARVELWhirlingSpray

Oh, the day I went
Went to do my Christmas shopping.
Went to buy a muff for mother,
Went to buy a pipe for father,
Went to buy a doll for grandma
And gold spectacles for baby
No oh, no it was the other
Way about! But, mercy, gracious,

i

TOOLS OF ALL KINDS.

Times-Hustle-

Boy Scouts Take Twelve Mile Hike
The Albuquerque corps of boy
scouts took a
hike, down to
Hubbell's ranch and back. The trip
occupied about seven hours, including
the time spent at the ranch. Drills
and football occupied the scouts beSuch a wild, bewildering chaos
tween halves of the hike. The boys
Was the crowded shopping district!
met at the Commercial Club Saturday
'Twas enough to drive me frantic!
Ever thicker, thicker, thicker
night, where Judge E. A. Mann and
We have received the first shipment
Surged the crowd at all the counters. Amado Chaves addressed them. Both
speakers complimented the scouts on of Ball Bearing Buggies with which
Ever deeper, deeper, deeper,
their organization and gave them
Plunged my hand into my pocket.
some good advice about cigarettes we expect to stock our barn eventualRecklessly I spent my savings;
land other vices. The remaining va-- j ly. These are very high class rigs,
Paid too much for Katie's present;
cancies on the corps staff were then . equipped with lights fulfilling the city
Bought a clock for Leonora,
filled as follows:
Floyd Lee, chair-'ma- j ordinance.
When I know that she is seven.
of expeditions; Amado Chaves,
Give them a trial if you wlsn to
Jr., chairman of finance, and press; find a
Bought a chafing dish for Robert,
marvellously light running
Though he simply hates Welsh rabbit, Charles Heyn, treasurer.
'
vehicle!
OllTransferred to Denver W. J.
on
But no one can reason clearly,
ver, Indian agent at Blackrock
WILLIAMS & EISIM
In a jostling crowd of people,
the Zuni reservation, has been trans- frantic
to
Indian
offices
at
people
the
service
Hustling, bustling,
;ferred
810 San Francisco 8L 'Phone 13d Reel.
i
Matching samples, snatching barga'ns. Denver.

S SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.

LADIES' OUTER GARMENTS

)

The Kind That Give

"Smart" Appearance

A
Ladies Capes
Misses' Capes
Ladies' Coats

Ladies Suits

$8.00
- $5.00
- $5.00
- $15.00

I

Goods

to $12.50
to $ 6.50
to $25.00
to $35.00

j

j
j

Asking questions, scolding salesgirls, j Bond Issues R. Q. Palmer, treas-- 1
Once I asked a haughty walker
jurer of Union county, advertises
To direct me to the "notions"
'$2,500 bond issue for sale for School
But the crowd around that counter District No. 31, and a $500 issue forj
Squeezed and jammed like surging District No. 21. Both issues are to1
waters.
bear six per cent interest.
Homeward then I sadly hied me,
Three Alleged Cattle Thieves Ar- Saying "I will go tomorrow
Bright and early In the morning,
Ortiz, Catarino Trujillo and Manuel
And before the crowd assembles,
Martinez were arrested by Mounted j
I will do my Christmas shopping."
j Policeman
Apolonio A. Sena south-But you know how many duties
east of Las Vegas. They are accused
Face a housewife in the morning
of cattle stealing.
Johnny's luncheon. Susy's mittens,
District Court at Las Vegas An in- Baby's bottle, Bridget's orders,
All at one to be looked after;
HOW'S THIS?
Husband going, tradesmen coming,
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-- I
And the telephone bell ringing
ward for any case of Catarrh that
Till the morning, swiftly slipping,
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Is half gone before I'm ready
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Once again to start out shopping,
Once again to breast the surging
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
Of the tides of Christmas shoppers,
believe him perfectly honorable in
Once again to struggle vainly,
lall business transactions, and finan- With the overworked floorwalker,
cialiv ahi to nflrrv nut anv, nhiitra,
o
With the weary, hurried salesgirls,
tions made by his firm.
With impatient fellow shoppers.
WALDING, KINNAN, & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Then I vow a deep and mighty
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internVow within my panting bosom
ally, acting directly upon the blood
That next Christmas I will surely
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Buy my presents in September
Testimonials sent free. Price, 75c,
Or November at the latest.
bottle. Sold by all druggists,
per
the
nineteenth
'tis
Quite forgetting
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-- j
Time I've made this resolution,
pation.
Quite ignoring certain knowledge
That each woman in the country
Makes this resolution yearly,
We Have Built Up
And she never, never keeps it!
Carolyn Wells in Harper's Weekly.
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Lof
Prices

NO MATTER WHAT YOU DO. YOU MUST
HAVE TOOLS TO
CARRY ON YOUR WORK.
WE HAVE TOOLS OF ALL KIND8;
FOR FARMERS, CARPENTERS, BLACKSMITHS, GARDENERS FOR EVERYBODY.
OUR LINE OF HARDWARE IS UP TO DATE. OUR STUFF WILL
WEAR.
IF YOU DONT BELIEVE OUR PRICES ARE LOW, COME IN
AND SEE.

Will Greet

With Pleasure

i

W?AD$AVI

If it's Hardware

We haveit

1

i

I

s

OD

eetOYS

DOLLSeees

AND

FOR XMAS. AT

F.

FRANK

i

GORMLEY'S

GENERAL STORE

Statehood

Prices

Prevail.

. a
suit or overcoat made
b
8'
distinctive
h,as
r(ier,
fit t0 11
sty'e
vfs " P"""1"
nence over a ordinary clothing. We
have a large variety of new pain and
fancy fabrics for you to select from,
and we guarantee tie perfect fit,
styling, and a careful and thorough finish in every garment We
solicit a trial order, and promise you
so much satisfaction for bo little money you will surely come here always.
.

. .

Screened

Wholes?!;

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

&

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

Sole Agents For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK

FOOD.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAINHOOSE IN SANTA
PHONE
BLACK

45

FE- -

SSSI45

LEO HERSCH

Smallpox In San Juan Conty "Drs.
Taylor and Gray report several cages
of smallpox on the San Juan near
the Turley postoffice." San Juan Index.
Suit on Notes Filed Suit has been
filed at Albuquerque against the Gallup Light and Power Company for
the sum of $290.10 alleged due on
promissory notes. The plaintiff Is the
Aztec Fuel Company.
Poisoned
By Kippered
Herring
"Alex Gusdorf was made ill the early
part of the week from ptomaine poisWE HANDLE LUMBER
on contained in kippered herring. Mr.
Gusdorf was seriously ill for a time, in large quantities and have every
but soon got the better of the trouble." modern facility for furnishing the
Taos Valley News.
very best rough or dressed
Hold-Uin Albuquerque
Mrs. Rosie
Lumber
Nohis was held up at Albuquerque. of every description. We ar
thus
She was choked by her assailant, andenaD,ed tQ make the very Degt prlce9
her handbag jerked away from her.for Lumber of such high grade.
as sne naa piacea ner money in a1 We will be pleased to figure on your
pocket of her dress a short time be- contracts.
fore, nothing of great value was
Found
Guilty Cornelio
Navaretto was found guilty of assault
i

J
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Traveling Cases, Manicure Sets,
Brush, Comb & Mirror Sets,
:
Puff Boxes
Cologne Bottles

p

!

Everything desireable in Jewelry Novelties.
S45 San Francisco

Yfflii

Street,

Tin

YONTZ

to

8anta Fe'

N- -

M- -

II O

Charles W. Dudrow

O

rt

rCSCoO LlOnlS t:
it

faultless trom any standpoint that you may take.

rmacy
-- X-

You
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OUR NEW FITCH
TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, ialling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line ox all the
popular hair and facial tonics.
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE

BATHS

BATHS

&

ANYTHING SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NEW MANAGEMENT
EQUIPMENT COURTEOUS TREATMENT- ' '
Gentlemen's Hats Made New.
fMF

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

BATHS

u:

Livery Line. Drivers Purnishod
RATES

ha finpar

AvaaN

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

PHONB RED 1M.

.hf
u

.M....M'n

man whn knows how and

felrSt

ror a momeni in nuing presenpuuns. every picanf".
may reel sate and sure it we till your prescriptions.
Phone 213

'Phone 9

When In Need of Anything in the

Agefcts HUBBS LAUNDRY

PHONE RED 122.

0. 0. SHAWQ0, Propietor "a

ST

FITCH

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and E'ridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.

Telephone t85

85

CL'fflAN

Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.

For i9 year? the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.

Lump

Shawgo's Parisian Cleaning and Dye Works

Julius Muralter, Tailor.

PLAZA BARBERSHOP

CERR1LLOS

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

W.Ts.riZf.
Telephone

nt

"KER R'S

RATON
YANKEE

Wood

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smitbirg Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

I

j

RETAIL

A IN D

.&

Pharmacy

A,'
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STUBBS ATTACK THE RAILROAD.

Get Your Holiday Gifts

1

at a Discount

(Continued

per cent Discount off all
SOLD FROM

TO

FULLYDESCRIBED
of Pizarro Tells Story ot
Awful Suffering That Cardui

A Lady

finally Relieved.

n

INCLUS1VE

THE

From Page One.)

giants.
"In 1898 the dividends paid by the
railroads of the United States amountmillion dollars. In
ed to ninety-Beveto
1908 these dividends amounted
million
three hundred and eighty-sidollars, an increase ot four hundred
per cent in ten years.
"In 1909 the railroads earned ninety-- ;
three million dollars more net revel
nue than they did in 190S, and for the
first five months of 1910 have earned

TOYS and DOLLS.

CEN- -

EMBROIDERED SCARFS,

Siicrcyp:finn
ouggesuons
XER P1ECES and drawn
ror uirts
work, toilet sets, pur.
etc.

thirty-thre- e

million

dollars

Pizarro, Va. "I suffered for several
fears," writes Mrs. Dorma A. Smith,

wun mat awiui oacicacne ana trie Bearing down sensations, so fully described
in your book.
"I tried doctors and otiier medicines
and found little relief, until I was induced
to try Wine of Cardui, when I found instant relief and today I can heartily
recommend Cardui to all suffering women
and think there is no other as good."
In some instances, Cardui gives instanl
relief; in others, it may take a little time.
But in all cases of female trouble Cardui
can be depended on to be of benefit, as
it is a specific remedy for women and
acts in a curative way on the womanly
organs.
As a general tonic for women, to build
up your strength, improve vour appe
tite, bring back rosy cheeks and make
you look and feel young and happy,
nothing you can find will do so much for
you as Cardui.
Your druggist has it.

more net

revenue than they did in the five corresponding months of the previouB

SES, NECKTIES,

yea

DOLLS

DOLLS

-

-

Toys

DOLLS

UalOre:

DISCOUNT
glad, and,RFM
on all these seasonable goods sold on the
6 days mentioned.

-

JUiVCI 111141 g IU

-

uai
dMBER the

Uinnc

h

wtat

vb

j

Adolf Seligtnan Dry Goods Company

disgrace to the office that should be
held sacred and used Bolely for the
purpose of meting out justice to all
kinds and classes of persons.
"A judge belonging to the last
named class is and ought to be a
proper subject for public criticism,
and he ought to be publicly branded,
so that he could be forever after identified."
Governor Stubbs strongly opposed
appointment of or election of judges!
for a life term; urged an Income tax
law: a mandatory law providing a
prison sentence for persons or officers:
of corporations who are responsible
for unlawful combinations in restraint;
of trade and also providing a receiv-- j
er shall operate such corporations un-- !
til assurance is given they will obey
the law. "When Congress enacts
these laws and they are rigidly en-- '
forced, extortion, injustice and com-- ,
menial cruelty of monopolies will be,
placed on the same basis as other;
crimes and will be no more respect-able in the community," said Clov-ernor Stubbs.
The speaker favored the develop-- i
ment of the Mississippi, Missouri and)
Ohio rivers, and declared that "the:
American people are being robbed ev
cry year of enough money by unlaw
ful combinations,
trusts and monopo
lies to build this entire work."

AWFUL PAINS

Ineffective In bo far as they were intended to exercise direct control over
the operation of these commercial

"These figures prove that there is
no reasonable basis upon which the
railroads can demand an advance in
freight rates. Upon the contrary.
they prove conclusively that railroad
rates are already too high. And yet,
practically all the railroads in the
United States have formed a gigantic
combination to increase freight rates,
which the shippers who have investl-- ;
gated the matter claim will ultimate
ly enormously increase the cost of

PAGE THREJ

N.H

You Can Work Near a Window
in winter when you have a Perfection Oil Heater. It is a portable
radiator which can be moved to
any part of a room, or to any room
in a house. When you have a

and odorless
you do not have to work close to the
stove, which is usually far from the
window. You can work where you
wish, and be warm. You can work on
dull winter days in the full light near
the window, without being chilled to
the bone.
The Perfection Oil Heater quickly
gives heat, and with one filling of the
font burns steadily for nine hours, without smoke or smell. An
indicator always shows the amount of oil in the font. The filler-caput in like a cork In a bottle, is attached by a chain. This
heater has a cool handle and a damper top.
The Perfection Oil Heater has an automatic-lockin- g
flame spreader, which prevents the wick from being turned
high enough to smoke, and Is easy to remove and drop back, so
the wick can be quickly cleaned. The burner body or gallery
cannot become wedged and can be unscrewed in an instant for
rewicking. The Perfection Oil Heater is finished in japan or
built for service, and yet
nickel, is strong, durable,
light and ornamental.
Absolutely

!

J

I

-

smokeless

p,

j

freight transportation.
A SIMPLE SAFEGUARD
"The advanced freight rates dewell-mad- e,
FOR MOTHERS.
manaea uy ine rauroaas, ana now
Mrs. D. Gflkeson, 326 Ingles Ave.,1
being considered by the Interstate'
Commerce Commission were agreed law, without fear or favor, will in- - Youngstown, Ohio, gained wisdom by
Dealct Ewywhert. If not at ynurs, write for dtscriptivt circular
n int ntartu itgency oj in
to by the combined railroads of the jure business.
y "L"V
"My little girl had a se- experience.
'
United States, and are, therefore,
The relation of the federal govern- - j vere cold and coughed almost con
clearly In violation or tne Sherman ra,.nt. to these unlawful commercial tinuously. My sister recommended
t
incorporated j
law. I submit to you, gen- irstitutions organized for purposes Foley's Honey and Tar. The first dose
r
tlemen, the proposition that it is
spoils and plunder is one of the I gave her relieved the inflammation
wise and contrary to sound public j most
humiliating and disgraceful in her throat and after using only one
policy for the federal government to chapters in American
history. The bottle her throat and lungs were engrowing out of the (Hath of William
permit these railroads openly and; plain duty and task set for this gen- - tirely free from inP.Mmmation. Since respond with you."
A. Sayle.
flagrantly to violate the anti-trulaw; eration is to establish once and for- - then I always keep a bottle of Foley's
for
Waldo
L.
left
H.
Hon.
yesterday
by combining for the purpose of ad- ever the supremacy of law and its Hoeny and Tar in the house. Accept'
Kansas City where Tie will pass the
vancing freight rates, and through power to control organized corpora-- ! no substitute. Sold by Capital Pharholidays with his family retuning
their unlawful acts enormously to in- Hons, firms or individuals who direct-- . macy.
the jipie Herrera, Juan Aragon and Marclal
to Santa Fe about the last of
to
crease the cost of transportation
ly or indirectly form combinations in
Vigil were found guilty at Lis Vegas
month.
the American people If the railroads j restraint of trade, and thereby de-tof burglary.
YEARS
AGO
TODAY
20
Mrs. Knox, of Dallas.
Mr. and
are thus permitted
violate theistroy free competition and eaual on- From
the New Mexican of this daU
federal laws with impunity, in broad portunity in the commerce of the
Texas, summer visitors at St. Vin1890.
Worse than an alarm of f.re at night
cent's Sanitarium have gone to El 1b the metallic cough of croup, bringdaylight, and thereby increase their
American
The
Dramatic
Spanish
profits millions of dollars per annum,
law pro-"The Sherman anti-truis making rapid progress, and Paso.
ing dread to the household. Careful
what inoentive has any citizen to re- vides that a combination in restraint society
II. D. McAllister, the Colorado char- mothers keep Foley's Honey and Tar
when
before the public It
it
appears
can
the
he
when
increase
law,
spect
of trade is a crime punishable by fine will
present something that very few coal king and owner of the Lamy in the house and give It at the first
his income by breaking it?
or imprisonment or both. The judge of our
American people, as ovens, is here today in company with Rien nf dancer. It contains no ODiates.
"The amount of tax money collect- on the bench who insists on holding well as Spanish
matters j Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
other
people who understand young Mr. Sayle, adjusting
ed by the British Empire from the the corporation responsible for violamiBS.
to
The piece
will care
American colonists, without represen- tion of law, and, not being able to Spanish,
Is very entertainare
tation, probably would not amount to send the corporation to prison, assess theyand rehearsing
it will be well represented.
one per cent of the tribute and ex- - es a fine against it as punishment for ing
Frank Ogden, a well known Las
tortion which the consuming Amerl-- I robbing the public of thousands of
builder and contractor, is in
can public are now compelled to pay millions of dollars,
through illegal Vegas
to illegal combinations, trusts
and combinations in restraint of trade, th capital city today taking notes of
monopolies every year. The honor, and discharges the officers who get building operations.
In response to a letter on Santa Fe
rranhood and moral character of our the money and are the real criminals
republic are involved in the relation in the case, is wholly unfit to occupy as tne proper place for a great sani-sof the federal government to this
tarium, Mr. S. T. Reed is in receipt
responsible a public office.
&
of
a comunlcation from the propriet- monstrous condition, which
offends
"I do not in any sense share the
Creek
ors
of
Battle
the
sense
of
and
Michigan
every
justice, decency
opinion sometimes expressed that the
morality.
official acts of a judge are too sacred Sanitarium saying "We are at present
"We have passed beyond the stage to be criticised. No citizen of this negotiating with Colorado partieB In
where
2
public officials reDublic occuniea a more honorable reference to establishing our Rocky
ioe PALAoa
can barter and dicker and compro-- j or desirable position than a just Judge mountain branch sanitarium saying
dahon,koht 130 RED
AVE
mise with law breakers, rich or poor, who honors his office. But there is no mountain branch sanitarium jn that
AND SATISFACTORILY
DONE.
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY
high or low, great or small, on the! more disreputable citizen than the un- - state. If they do not give us a fav- to
corwe
shall
be
that
the
of
who
glad
rigid enforcement
theory
brings discredit and orable reply
just judge
N. E Write to: LadirV Advi-io- i
Dtpt.. Chatt.
llooBa Medicine Co.. Chattanoosa. Ttnii., lor Special
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30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

Palace Ave.

SANTA FE GARAGE

THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE
Offers

CO

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,

under ditch, $40 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, 860.00 to 8175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Funeral Directors
Licansed Embalmers

Dry Farming Laods, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANCHES,
LARGE
AND
SMALL

re prepared to locate settlers on gov- erament land. We bave Irrigation enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed: men: are:
Invited tocorrenpond with us.
We

IF YOU NEED tNY THING

H

NEW MEXICO,

LET US HEIR

mulligan k rising

j

RANCHES.
LA RGB
A.ND

SMALL.
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FROM YOU,
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2700 Different

From Which To Select
Mexican Drawn Work

NECKWEAR.
j

r!

Handkerchiefs, Doilies, Centerpieces
collars, dresser scat fs etc.
Nothing could be nicer to send to
friends in the East.

JABOT- Latest Persian effects
Individual Xmas Boxes 65 & 75c. '
Lace tabs; tabs of lawn, fancy '
stocks; embroidered collars.
Latest persian silk scarfs
$ 1 .00 & $ 1 .50
Silk Mufflers for men
65c & 75c
Phoenix knit mufflers
35c & 50c
Silk Ties for Men, Women and Children in
exquisite designs.
S-

DOLLS DOLLS DOLLS

LEATHER

600DS

Genuine Leather Hand Bags
WHY PAY MORE?
Imitation Leather Bags from
Hand Embroidered Bags
:
Misses Purses
:
;

$4.50 to $6.00
50c to $2 00

:

:

50c to $2.00
15c to 35c

Traveling Cases; Medicine Cases; Collar
Cuff Boxes; Everythirg in Leather

&

Novelties

27 Different Kinds of Dolls ranging in price

5c TO SI OOO
Tiny Dolls; Big Dolls; Dressed Dolls; Undressed Dolls;
Doll Heads.

TOYS

HANDKERCHIEFS

CHILDREN'S TOY DISHES, TIN AND CHINA.

IMPORTED BY US DIRECT FROM ST .GALL.
SWITZERLAND AN EXTENSIVE ASSORTMENT.

Doll Buggies and Perambulators.
Games of all Kinds for All Ages.
Mechanical Toys; Air Ships,
Trunks, Houses, Furniture, Telephones, Stoves.
In fact, there is nothing that goes with the most extensive
Toy Department in any city store which you will not find
here.

35c to $1.00
Silk Handkerchiefs for Men
5c to 35c.
Linen Handkerchiefs for Men and Women
Also, Handkerchiefs for the Children.
A fine line of Initial and Embroidered Handkerchiefs
for ladies.

BOOKS
BOOKS MAKE EXCELLENT XMAS GIFTS.
Beautifully bound Classics, Bibles, Poems, Gift Books.
Popular Fiction, Newest Editions.
Children's books in infinite variety.
Our Illustrated Gift Books are exquisite.

FANCY CHINA
d
and imported
Many beautiful pieces in
Salad Bowls, Bonbon?, Nut Bowls, Cups, Saucers, Plates,
Steins, Vases, etc.
Also some exquisite statuary and ornamental China.
hand-painte-

Toilet Articles and Miscellaneous Gift Suggestions
OPERA
MILITARY SET.S
CLA-5.SE.-

Musical

Instruments Violins,

Guitars),

Talking Machines.

silverware

Accordeons,

$5.00 TO $7.50
$2.00 TO$5. 00

TOILET SET-S ALL KIND-- AND PRICED
SHAVING SETS,
FRAMED PICTURES.
AN ABSOLUTELY NEW LINE OF
CALENDERS INDIVIDUAL BoXE--

FUR SETS

- - - - $5.00

COME AND
SPEND THE DAY

1

5C To 3 5C.

To $25.00

Wo

R

ME-S-

BAG.S SOLID

DOROTHY DAINTY

HAIR

&OW--

BOW AND

SILVER

- - - -

SASH

-

--

RIBBoNSET--

SET-S

$500

40C TO 60C.

$1.50

TO

$3.00

House Slippers, Ladies' and Gents'

Individual Boxes Silk

$1.25

pair to a box, assorted colors
Special Price $1.50.
Socks, 3

All the Christmas Accessories found here, such
as Christmas Tree and House ornaments,
Holly paper, boxes, Festoons, Garlands, etc.

CUT
GLASS

TGWHSEMD '& Go
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hand, declaims that the vacant lands
of the Territory are worth so much
more than the minimum of $3 to $5
an acre fixed in the Enabling Act
that the bad, bad Republicans of the
Territory with the aid of some bad
Democrats, have fixed the constitu
tion that it will enable them to gobble
up all the public lands at that mini-- j
mum price. These two statements do
not agree but then the New Mexican
has referred to Democratic consisten
cy before this.
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THE FEVER IS GOING DOWN.
The initiative and referendum fever
COUNTY.
FE
OF
SANTA
PAPER
OFFICIAL
in Oregon is going down. But a few
is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to more years, and the patient will have
Mexican
New
The
health. How- cvorv nnstnffiw in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation regained his normal
his
who
have baen in
ever,
neighbors
of
the
Southwest.
among the intelligent and progressive people
fected and who are infecting others,
may also have a siege of the disease,
some
more, others less. New Mexico
- v.
;
has thus far escaped it but there are
fiynniionis of the virus having enterI
Hopewell, G. A. Richardson, J. G. Al ed the system. Says the Arizona Re- THE BOUNDARY DISPUTE.
The contention that any boundary bright, J. I. Hinkle, C. R. Brice, Char jniMion:
"A study of the Oregon election
dispute with Texas will delay state-- ; les F. Easley, Arthur Seligman, T. J.for New Mexico is positively Mahry and others all on the Dem- turns is encouraging to those of us
silly. The description of the boun-- ocratic side, coming out resolutely in who have an abiding faith in the ulti-dary in the New Mexico constitution faVor of the constitution, it does not mate good sense of the people.
follows the description in the Organic Beem as jf the few opponents could
"At the November election the peo- Act and no one has as yet ventured n,ake any impression on the elector- - pie 0f Oregon were called upon to
to assert that this description in theate
,t js true tnese few are circu- - vote for or against more than three
Organic Act has interfered with the atlng rum0rs, insinuations and false- - (ioZen propositions proposing various
territorial form ot government.
ew,hoods ln order t0 attain their en(i,but araendments to the constitution, and
Mexico could not have adopted any,by Janllal.y 21; the trutn win have numerous laws, started under
the!
,
,
other description in the constitution.'
and the voters
CVQtm Mnaf. nf thpsp nrnn.
The boundary has been fixed by
they will fool will be few and Iar ositions were rejected, chiefly, the
ofli-- ,
treaty, by Congressional act, by
between.
IIJ
Oregon papers explain UCLUHOC
on
cial surveys, as well as y Texas,
voters could not study the merits of
the 10IM meridian. Whatever dis-- j
ABOUT THE SIZE OF IT.
measures in the election booth
the; T. J. Mabry, Democratic delegate these
pute there is over the location of offi-, .
t d no
f t
must
settled
be
by
meridian
103d
and editor who came to Santa Fe "But one proposition, at least, ofconstitucial survey, and neither the
from the aggressive county of Curry,
mistake as
tion of New Mexico nor the Organic dresses off the Democrats who howl fered no opportunity for
to its meaning, and its defeat by a
If the Clark
Act fixes its location.
against the constitution. He says decisive majority, furnishes unmistaksurvey fixed it, well and good, if the among other things:
able evidence that the Oregon voters
then
not
locate it,
Clark survey did
"We will venture that SO per cent of
are growing tired of the "direct legisit will take a new survey by the Unit- put
lation" fad. This proposition,
ed States and its acceptance hy Tex-- ,
den0lindng the . new Btate, constitu. forth and pressed by TJ'Ren, the man
as and New Mexico to settle the boun-- ,
herallM
tha fart that ,t rinpa
most responsible for the
Oregon
dary question. Even if the Clark sur- nQt contajn aH
they wanted ln
vey is accepted, it will have to be re-- j an(J ag much &g u gnoud perhaps plan," was one "to increase the initia- located for most of the monuments
h&&
the game feHowg who tlve referendum and recall powers - 1
The title of the prohave disappeared and Congressman wn
maklEg pleag to the people ot 0f the people."
stepnens oi ie.as, nab iui """" their respective counties and districts position clearly snowea its meaning,
years, tneu to get tnis survey luctueu for some office when we become a and tne peopie wouiu noi nave u.
so that it would add portions of Eddy, state. You
may rest assured that the They have given proof of their belief
Chaves, Roosevelt and Quay counties wild eagle screaming demagogue who that plenty of a thing is sufficient. It
to the Lone Star state.. It was beproposes to fight the constitution be- is not a wild prophecy to say that in
yond the power of the constitutional cause he may think it 'popular' has a all probability before another ten
convention to settle that controversy, fish to fry somewhere.
Just watch years have passed the voters of Ore- it could only state the boundaries as for his announcement.
g0n will have either repealed their
they were given in the Organic Act.
"There seems to be the tjue ring of constitutional provisions of direct
with
to
the
do
All this has nothing
the gospel about at least a portion of
or will have made them
admission of New Mexico as a state, what the above exchange quotes. It legislation
obsolete by neglecting to use them,
time
an
is
this
that
opportune
except
may not always be the most
Fanaticism always runs its course in
to survey the 103d meridian and mark for the time being for a man popular
to lay time
although the time may be comTexas
If
it with proper monuments.
and weigh so import- away
prejudice
long.
paratively
and President Taft insist upon locat ant a matter
'An(1
whi'e Qreeon is recover- cautiously and seriously,
ing it three miles west of the true but the people in the end will be able
craze and Arizona is
her
frQm
for
to
ing
them
it
is
they
up
meridian,
M. W.TRAVIS
to distinguish between the man who
OAT RON
still in the first stages, there is every
have the power and New Mexico will is seeking
and
self eulogy and favor,
BLOCK
will
Propt
Arizona
that
to
reason
expect
have to acquiesce as it has acquiesced he who was capable of
presenting the turn to the proved principles of Amerin so many other wrongs which it was facts as
they are, allowing the .people ican government in time and be glad
powerless to oppose.
to decide.
'
to forget the year 1910 for the peoThe fact that Texas was forced to
. .
this tprritnrv" are enual to the
bounits
for
Clark
the
survey
accept
sane manner. Let us weigh every- nla
bearno
best
has
People in the world.
dary between Oklahoma,
thing and register our kick against
ing on the New Mexico boundary, for that which we disapprove in a manner
Democratic Congressman
Stephens
the Clark survey in the instance now that makes us something but a joke.
Texas, who in the past has proved
cited by Texas, was a correct survey The Journal does not. believe that the
and had nothing to do with the 103d Democrats are against statehood We himself an inveterate hater of New
meridian, which he surveyed incor- would be put in that light, however. Mexico has introduced a joint resolu-brectly, or as a matter of fact, did not
those Republicans who point, to tion in Congress providing for a
survey at all except for a short dis- the ridiculous objections offered by boundary commission to settle the
tance. If President Taft said that the some people whom it would seem, boundary dispute between Texas and
El Paso, Bisbee
From Santa
equity lies with Texas, he merely from their treatment of the document. New Mexico, following in its provi-hav- e
all
Point in New
and
Douglas,
meant, to say that Texas has had posnever even read the constitution, sions the bills he repeatedly introdu-Thand to the
Mexico
defeat-recorsession for sixty years, of the area
were
Arizona,
which
Mexico,
party need not worry about its eed in the past but
between the true 103d meridian and
via NEW MEXICO
Pacific
The people have read our ed by the watchfulness of Delegate to
Coast,
New Mexico's present eastern boun- record and
they may safely be in- - Congress Andrews. This proposed
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
dary, that it should stay there by trusted to intelligently differentiate. ' commission is to have represented on
reason of limitation, but Texas itself, Let us be men: let the other fellow ' it Texas and the United States but
&
by its constant agitation of the boun- play the demagogue."
not New Mexico, the party most in- the
strongdary dispute, has negatived
terested, and is otherwise unfair inest argument that can be urged in its
THOSE
its
WHO
SIGNED.
provisions. Let us have a boundfavor. But be that as it may, there
On another page, the New Mexican jary commission, but one upon which
is nothing jn the constitution of New
the facsimile signatures of the all parties interested are represented
Mexico that need be changed, or could prints
men who signed the Constitution, ev- and under instructions to be fair ln
well be changed, for the constitution
ery name appearing except that ot every respect.
merely describes the boundaries as President Charles
A. Spiess, who sign-For Rates and full information address
Act
in
laid
down
are
the
Organic
they
ed the document on the last page of All the railroads of the country, the
been
and have
acknowledged by treaty the
matter. It will be seen past year, averaged less than six per
and officially in Washington as well as that subject
the name of every Republican ap- cent dividends. That is small enough
at Austin, Texas.
A.
pears as well as the name of every rofin-- on an investment which in
is precarious. How
and
Texas.
instances
El
Paso
Republican
many
Even in Bernalillo county, H. B. Democrat alike, as well as the follow-- ;
many people, right here in Santa Fe,
Fergusson was unable to secure a de- ing twenty-tw- o
Democrats who appear are satisfied with a return of less than
in
this
to
the convention
city, not to be ashamed of their work dur- six
legation
per cent on their money? Who is
that would solidly oppose the consti- ing the constitutional convention, of there in New Mexico who would place
tution. With friends of the constitu- the eight Democrats who did not money for investment in other hands
tion, like Colonel J. G. Albright, on" sizn, two, E. D. Patton and J. H. for uncertain returns of five or six
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 14, 1910,
Notice for Pucllcatlon.
the delegation, there need be no fear Crist, not having attended the latter per cent a year? It Is because the
Not
(Republication.)
Coal)
(06966
that all the Democratic leaders will part of the sessions of the conven- railroad companies have been har Department of the Interior.
Notice is hereby given that
the
bow down to the one man who ac- tion:
assed by demagogues and by govern
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
filed
named
has
claimant
following
retainReymunrlo Harrison.
ment agencies the past few years,
knowledged that he had been
November 8, 1910.
Ruben Woodford Heflin'.'
ed by a railroad and admitted other
that no new railroads are being built Notice is hereby given that George notice of his intention to make final
James B. Gilchrist.
accusations that demonstrated him to
in New Mexico, that the day of rail Lathrop of Lamy, N. M., who, on Sep- proof in support of his claim under
Andrew H. Hudspeth.
after
be more human than god-likroad improvements has passed, that tember 18, 1905. made homestead en- sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Charles Clayborne Davidson
all.
Section
people are fighting shy of railroad try No.
for SW
1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
M. P. Skeen.
stocks and bonds, and that American 2, Township 11 NM Range 13 E., N. M. 3,
the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Euroby
Edward D. Tittman.
are
begging
railroads
vainly
IntenP. Meridian, has filed notice of
FINISH THE ROAD TO ALBUQUERat
bonds
Thomas Jewett Mabry.
to
take
gold
pean investors
tion to make final five year proof, to States., 470), and that said proof will
QUE.
James A. Hall.
address by Governor establish claim to the land above de be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
The
par.
Now that Bernalillo county is willG. E. Moffett.
Stubbs. therefore, on another page, scribed, before Register and Receiver S. Ct.
Comr., Cutia, N. M., on Februing to do its share toward completing
Granville A. Richardson.
must be taken with more than one at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 23rd day
El Carnino Real between Santa Fe and
10, 1911, viz: Celso Sandoval, of
ary
John I. Hinkle.
of
salt.
grain
of December, 1910.
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4423 in
Albuquerque, no time should be lost
C. M. Compton.
Claimant names as witnesses:
to
28 and 29, T. 21 N, R. 1 W., N
by the Good Roads Commission
DemH. M. Dougherty.
Atl- - Sees.
Bully for the Bernalillo county
Polito
Macarlo
Leyba,
Leyba,
complete the highway south of La C. R. Brice.
ocrats! They have adopted the fol- lano Quintana, Isabel Leyba, all of M. P. M.
Bajada and Algodones. The heaviest
"He names the following witnesses
Samuel Eldodt.
lowing resolution depsite the
Leyba, N. M.
and costliest part of the road has been
to prove his actual continuous adverse
of H. B. Fergusson:
Arthur H. Harllee.
MANUEL OTERO,
protests
built but to be of the greatest use William B. Walton.
"Whereas, it seems advisable, par
Register. possession of said tract for twenty
it should be completed to the Duke
J. W. Childers.
from the standpoint of all
years next preceding the survey of
ticularly
City. With one force working on the
the township, viz.:
John Lee House.
the parties, as such, that the voting
Notice for Publication.
road from Algodones to Albuquerque
should not be
on the constitution
Ed, F. Saxon.
Ramon Casados, Luciano Gonzales.
Coal
01450.)
(Not
and the other from Glorieta to Las
Green B. Patterson had signed and made a party question.
Cristobal Casados, Eusebio Trujillo,
Vegas, and a third camp on the men crossed out his name. He had
"Therefore, be it resolved. That It Department of the interior.
all of Cuba, N. M.
Scenic Highway in the Santa Fe can- attended only a few
is
the sense of the Democratic party U S. Land Offioe at Santa Fe, N. M
sessions
of
the
Any person who desires to protest
reason
no
is
there
why convention,
yon,
adequate
November 21, 1910.
having been kept away of the county of Bernalillo that all
against the allowance of said proof,
by next summer there should not be cy uiness tne greater
of
New
in
the
voters
the
Territory
Notice is hereby given that Lucy or who knows of any substantial reapart of the
completed a superb highway from Al- time. The five who refused
to sign Mexico, no matter to what party they Isabel Balfe, of Santa Fe, N. M., who son under the laws and regulations of
buquerque to the Pecos and to Las are: H. B. F'ergusson, M. D.
be at
Taylor have heretofore belonged, shall
on September 9, 1908, made home- the Interior Department why such
Vegas via Santa Fe. The Good Roads James N. Upton, James G.
liberty to vote without involving the stead
and
for proof should not be allowed will be
Fitch,
No.
01450,
command
the
at
entry
its
Commission has
J. L. Lawson.
question of party
fealty, for or SW.
SE. given an opportunity at the above- NW.
NE.
necessary funds, it has gathered conconof
said
the
the
adoption
against
and Lots 2 & 3, section mentioned time and place to
siderable experience ?nd can build MORE DEMOCRATIC CONSIST- - stitution as each one may individualthe witnesses of said claim
16 N., Range 9E..N.M.
11,
roads better and quicker than any
Township
ly for himself determine."
ENCY.
to offer evidence in rebuttal
and
ant,
intenof
notice
filed
With
In
southwest
the
has
P.
other agency
Meridian,
J. W, Childers of Texico, he of
final commutation proof, of that submitted by claimant.
to
make
tion
the commission directing the work "coon
exis
that
after
It
rather
strange
trap" fame, and H. B. Fergus-son- ,
MANUEL R. OTERO
to establish claim to the land above
and each county helping financially,
the Tribune of the Citizen or the pressing such wild fervor for the ini.Reglstet
the Mills administration before It
Dem- described, before Register or Receiver
and
the
tiative
that
referendum,
should compare
noTJ. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., on
gives way to the state government, tes.
hold
the
will
a
ocrats
for
convention
Childers in a speech at Porta-leTO AND FROM ROSWELL.
of December, 1910.
may have built for the people a monu
last week declared that he is avowed purpose of bidding the voters the 30th daynames
ment useful as well as permanent, in
as witnesses: Geo.
to oppose the constitution. Are not
Claimant
Connection made with Automobile
completing El Camino Real and the againstin the constitution because Con- the Democratic voters ot sufficient In- S. Tweedy, Chas. A. Siringo, John S.
the Enabling Act set aside
Scenic Highway linking together the gress
to judge for themselves? R. Hammitt, Edmonia T. Hammitt, line at Vaughn tor Roswell, daily.
telligence
a million acres to pay the railroad
'
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Rosthree largest cities of the Territory,
,a convention, instead of the ini- all of Santa Fe, N. M.
bonded indebtedness of Santa Fc and Why
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros""'
tiative?
$
"'MAlsroEL"R. OTERO,
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
With Democratic papers like the Grant counties, that from 'he looks
Register.
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
New Mexico Democrat, the Roswell of the vacant land ln the Territory,
Oklahoma is even dryer than east
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
Daily Record, the Carlsbad Current, that he had seen, none ot It Is worth ern New Mexico for reports have it
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
Notice for Publication, y
the Clovis Journal, the Silver City more than fifty cents an acre, and that trains with water tanks are be
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Coal Jemez Forest.)
(013846
Independent, Knowles News, Rock Isl- that therefore the rest of the Terri- ing run in that state to various towns
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto
and Enterprise, and with leaders like tory would be called upon to pay the on passenger schedule to keep the Department of the Interior,
mobile by wire. J. W. Stoekard.
United States Land Office.
other people and stock from dying of thirst
O. A, Larrazolo, W. B. Walton, W, S. deficit. Fergufson, on the
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new things and are going
to sell at very low prices
as it is only a question of
time when I will close out
my entire stock, owing to
my phisical inability to
carry on my business.
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Transct9 a general banking business in all Us branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on ail kinds of
personal and ctiiiaterai security. Buys tnd selis bonds anJ
stocks in ail markets for its customer.
Buys and
lij
domestic and farign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to al! parts of the civilized world n ns libera' terms
as are ziven by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of thre
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advance made on consignments f Uvvsitck antf products.
The bank executes ail orders of its patrons in iUe banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respacts,
as is consistent with safety and the principles uf seiuid bank-- jj
ing. Safety deposit boxes lor umt. The patronage of th
public U respecfully solicited
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the Best Hotels

Cuisine acd
Table Service
Unex celled
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LOOK ME OVER and GET MY
PRICES.

PaiflnE HOTEL
W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

!

DONT FAIL TO COME IN AND

$150,000
30.000

!

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

West

in the

Large Sample

Room for Commercial Travelers

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Ths Claire Hotel
HAS A ROOM FOR YOU.
WHEN IN TOWN GIVE US A CALL.
It is centrally located on the
FREE SAMPLE ROOM.
plaza. Steam heated with hot
and cold water and a bath can
be had when wanted.
SPACIOUS LOBBY FOR
THE ENTERTAIMENT OF
GUESTS.

Prices European Plan, $1.00

ASK FOR TICKETS

J C. DIGNE0,

y

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT!

Up

Proprietor.

Feto

e

Southwestern System

El Paso

j

The Best Route

East or West

i
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MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and noatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath and phone.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P.

UN E OF THE

1--

g

IN THE CITY

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND OOLD BATHS.
KLEOTRIO LIGHTS
Kve ry Room
RATES 60c to
G. LUPE HERRERA,
a Good
One.
Prop.
$1,00

per day

124126

Capital Hotel

Montezuma Ave.

TELEPHONE

88

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West of Capital

BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS
AMERICAN OR
ATTRACTIVE DINING
ROOM-Go- od
EUROPEAN PLAN
Service.

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mrs.

L. C. KENNEDY.

GO

I

Santa Fe, N. M

TO- -

CALIFORNIAVIA THE SANTA

WINTER TOURIST

1--

FHJ

RATES

ON SALE NOW

cross-examin-

Citizen-Tribun-

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

BEST SHORT ORDER RESTAURANTS
CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD

8525-0696-

1--

RATES

Proprietor.

CORONAOn HOTEL

Spanish-America-

e

THOS. DORAN

LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO

K..ob,9

SAN FRANCISCO, $66.90

CITY OF MEXICO, 168.15,
PHOENIX, ARIZ, 45.55
Liberal atop-ove- r
privileges
Long time limit
Through Pullman and Tourist Sleepers.
Comfortable ChairjCars, Steam
Seated and Electric Lighted.
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

For further information, timetables and
Pullman reservation, call on or address.
H.

S. LUTZ, Agent. Santa Fe, N M.
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.UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

IB

Frank Bond, the Espanola merchant,
is at the Palace.

CAPITAL S50,000.00
Does a General Banking

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
N. B

lAUGHLIN,

President

W.

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
Asst. Caseier

E. GRIFFIN,

Real Estate

INS
Don
TUT nUIli

Surety Bonds

RA

U

JL

A

W. H. Herrlck of Socorro, is here
IN VIEW OF THE FACT THAT THERE IS
DEAN
INCREASING
on surveying work.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Dunn of Denver,
MAND FOR NEW AND
FURNITURE IN THE HOMES OF
are at the Palace hotel.
Monday
Sunny
OUR
Laundry
AND
REALIZING
to
THAT WE CAN BE OF GREATER
E.
P. Davies has gone
CUSTOMERS,
Attorney
Estancia to attend court.
Soap will cost you but 5 cents.
SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC BY EXTENDING
TO
LIBERAL
THEM,
N. V. Mallory of the Arroyo Hondo You
may get six or seven bars
Is
at
Montezuma.
the
TERMS OF CREDIT, AND AT THE SAME TIME INCREASE OUR SALES
project
of the ordinary yellow rosin
Mrs. S. Spitz will not be at home
WE
a
VILL. BEGINNING DECMBER FIRST, AND CONTINUING THEREfor
but
when
soap
quarter,
until Wednesday after Christmas.
Mies AUclina Hahn of Albuquerque ycu think that it represents
AFTER, INAUGURATE THE INSTALLMENT SYSTEM OF CREDIT, IN
is visiting at the Xuding home.
of
the
real
the
clothes,
saving
OUR FURNITURE AND STOVE DEPARTMENT.
W. R. Hill and F. M. Specht are
economy lies in buying Sunny
Denver salesmen at the Palace.
THIS IS THE LITTLE AT-- TIME SYSTEM THAT IS IN VOGUE IN
W. M. Hayward, salesman for
Monday.
is here from the Duke City.
ALL THE LARGE CITIES OF THE COUNTRY. BY PAYING A PART
is a white Soap conWilliam E. Turner, a meat salesman
rosin
tains
and
no
one
bar
DOWN AND THE BALANCE IN WEEKLY INSTALLMENTS,
of Kansas City, is at the Montezuma.
YOU CAN
M. Ortiz, a prominent business man will go as far as two bars of
TAKE
GOODS
THE
AND HAVE THE USE OF THEM WHILE PAYING.
of Los Angeles, is at the Capitol hotel.
T. A. Richardson, a traveling man ordinary laundry soap.
THIS SYSTEM OF CREDIT WILL APPLY ONLY TO OUR FURNITURE
of Albuquerque, is at the Capitol
AND STOVE DEPARTMENTS.
i
DO NOT ASK US TO EXTEND ANY BUT
hotel.
THE N. X. FAIRBANs COMPANY
CH'C 2.GO
J. A. Eaton, the well known meat
THE REGULAR TERMS OF CREDIT IN ANY OF THE OTHER DEsalesman from Las Vegas, is at the
Palace.
PARTMENTS OF OUR STORE. WE POSITIVELY WILL NOT EXTEND
bage is not promptly removed, call up
Internal Revenue Collector H. P. from 9 a. m. to 10 p. m. and tell this
THIS SYSTEM BEYOND THESE TWO DEPARTMENTS.
Bardshar spent yesterday at Albu-- j recording angel to send a message
i
querque.
to the marshal to that effect. If Santa
WE HOPE BY THUS ENABLING THE PUBLIC TO ENJOY THE COMLucretia T. Ross, supervisor of! Fe will get into the telephone habit
nurses in the U. S. Indian school, is its mayor will get some sleep, and he
FORTS OF GOOD FURNITURE, WITH EASY TERMS FOR PAYING FOR
at the Montezuma hotel.
has not had much, for he has been
IT, THAT WE WILL NOT ONLY INCREASE
OUR SALES, BUT ENJ. M. Hunter, a financier from Louis- called up at all hours of the day and
ville, Ky., is at the Montezuma and night by complainants.
ABLE THE PEOPLE, WHO HERETOFORE HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO
may make Santa Fe his home.
that where reIt is also
h. G. Shanklln, the well known hard- dress is not suggested
PURCHASE GOOD RELIABLE FURNITURE, BECAUSE OF THEIR LIMobtained speedily by the
ware salesman, is here from the
a written complaint
ITED INCOME, TO GET THE GOOD THING FROM LIFE THAT A COMDuke City. He is at the Montezuma telephone method,
may be sent to the mayor and if it
hotel.
FORTABLY FURNISHED HOME AFFORDS.
is signed
by the sender's name,
District Attorney Alexander Read
attention will be given to it.
of Farmington, San Juan county, is prompt
here on legal business. He is at the
You Must Read This if You Want the
Palace.
Benefit.
Pharmacist Gunn of the A. J. Fisch&
J. W. Greer, Greenwood, La., sufer drug store, has returned from Canada where he was called by a tele- fered with a severe case of lumbago.
the death of his "The pains were so intense I was fore
gram announcing
ed to hydoraeric injections for relief.
father.
These attacks started with a pain in
Instrucof
Public
Superintendent
tion J. E. Clark has gone to Belen, the small of my back which gradually
IP- Socorro and other points in southern became fairly paralyzing. My atten- has arranged for the use of Its night
New Mexico to inspect the public tion was attracted to Foley's Kidney letter and other telegraphic service in
Remedy and I am glad to say after connection with outgoing malls so
schools.
T'N
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. using this wonderful medicine I am that this week of transcontinental
Sullivan will leave in a few days to no longer bothered in any way by my time may be saved. Its New York ofold enemy lumbago." Sold at Capital fice will receive telegrams from any
An ideal form of investment is
inspect irrigation matters at Portales,
Melrose and other points in eastern Pharmacy.
Ipart of the country destined to Euro
,1 CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT in
New Mexico.
pean addresses and will forward them
in a sealed specially addressed envelGeorge W. Short, C. Hill. Fred WESTERN UNION'S SPECIAL
Green and T. L. Trexler are here from
OCEAN MAIL SERVICE. ope by the first outgoing Atlantic
New York and are at the Claire. They
steamship mail. The same plan will
will be seen in vaudeville tonight and
The Western Union Telegraph Com- be followed in San Francisco, Seattle
mails.
tomorrow night at the Elks' theater. pany announced today another innova- and Vancouver for
Mrs. Charles A. Haynes, her niece, tion in telegraph service called the This will enable correspondence to be
Mrs. C. L. Castle and son Benarthur "Special Ocean Mall Service" design- - dispatched from any part of the UnitCastle, have returned from Oakley, ed to save time in foreign correspond ed States for an ocean mail within a
Idaho, where Mr. Castle has headquar ence. A letter from San Francisco to few hours of sailing time.
ters in the forest service. Mrs. Cas London requires as much time crossThese certificates are issued for deposits of $50. and
The only charge in addition to the
tle and son will spend the winter in ing the continent as It does crossing usual
ocean
to
tolls
the
telegraph
Santa Fe.
upwards. They bear interest at the rate of FOUR PER
the ocean. A New York merchant
Mr. and Mrs. M. Friedman of Carl- writing to Yokahama must "post his mail will be five cents for postage.
CENT per annum, payable annually or
ly,
isle, Pa., are at the Montezuma on letter practically a week before the Telegrams should bear the full mail
their way to the coast. Mr. Friedman mail steamer sails from San Francis- address of the foreign correspondent
are negotiable; good as collateral security, and can be
is superintendent of the famous In- co or Vancouver.
The Western Union for whom they are intended and markor
York"
Mail
Ocean
New
ed
"Care
school
studwhich has over 1,000
dian
renewed at interest periods.
ents and today he called on SuperinSan Francisco, Seattle or Vancouver
as the case may be. No charge will
Call on us or write for further information.
tendent Crandall to look over the local
school.
be made for the address.
"Dr. J. M. Cunningham left today
The
Bank
Fe.
for Chicago, where he wjll meet his
TO-NIGH- T
Calling cards are always useful, ala AND WEDNESDAY
daughter, Miss Louise, who is
R. J. Palen, President.
NIGHT ways desirable, and the New Mexican
a
student at Mount Ida Seminary,
Christmas
kind
for
can
B. Read, Cashier.
any
J.
ATT
supply
ATCON
fashionable girls' school in Newton, G RE
Sioil ID
DV AUDEvT lTe
Mass. They will arrive in Las Ve- SHOW, CIRCUS, COMEDEYand DRAMA gifts.
will
gas Sunday. Miss Cunningham
Santa Fe, New Mexico, December 2, 1910.
mo
remain here during the Christmas vaTHE swim; :r THIS FLOWERf
VAUIjKVILLK
I
tmtl
saw- a huge
Ah me
loathsome sty.
ACTS
cation." Las Vegas Optic.
Wherein a drove oi vvallowii.g swine
The Rev. A. M. Mandalari, S. J., the With tlieGreat SpectacuIaOtalinn
Novelty
were ti.irroi!,
well known pulpit orator and rector
Whose banquet locked the nostril and
A
of the Church of the Immaculate Conthe
tj e ; i voice,
ception, was here from Albuquerque Presented bv CHRISTINE IIII.T, A do,, Then spoke
"BdiolJ the source
A
direct
fromthi' Sullivan Oonsiillne Cirfor a few hours today and was greet- cuit. Don't
of lord!"
fail to Bee this ureat drama.
I fled, and saw a field that sccmct at first
ed by many of his friends. He return'A nother Big Scream
One glistening mass of roses pure and
ed to the Duke City at 4 p. m.
"ALBAM MAMMY"
white,
r rom De Sunny South
General H. F. Robinson of AlbuquerWilli dewy buds 'mid dark green foliage
que superintendent of irrigation for
GEORGE W. SHARP
nursed ;
Character Impersonator
the Indians of New Mexico and AriLumber and all kinds
Lump, nut and
And, as
lingered oer the lovely sight,
zona was here this morning. He was
breeze, that cooled that
mine run coal
of building material
on his way to Taos where he went on
Southern scene,
SiiiKliiK
The Rest
V.'lii p red, '"Behold the source of
Talking
irrigation matters.
YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
COTTOIIiXE!"
Clinton J. Crandall, superintendent
of the U. S. Indian Industrial School,
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
Hebrew Entertainer
Paul
received a telegram from
Teutsch today stating that Mr. Cran- I.nuKh
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
'Trie Struggle for Statehood
and the AVorld I JliiKhs With You Sue
dall has been appointed a representaA HISTORY OF 60 YEARS
tive to the Imperial council of the "FOLLiES
Mystic Shriners which will meet in
OF EFFORT.
&
A Rip Roaring, I.aui!h' Provoklnp Oomedy
Rochester, N. Y.
Hy IIon.L. B, PRINC'K
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SUMFIY

PERSONAL MENTION.

M.

FURNISHED AKD UN.FUR NISHED,
MODERN RESIDENCES AND STORE
BUILDINGS,

CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED PKO-FFRUIT AND ALFALFA RN-rU- I
QsIq PKRTY,
CSdiO
CHES AND LARGE
TRACTS, ALSO AN A 1 STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY
nr

i

-

O

C- -

WATSON
A.

(C.

COMPANY

&

BISHOP.)

19 San Francisco St.

NEW AND
BEAUTIFUL
LINE OF

A

Phone. Red Ho. 189

Himfl

n;UTHE

HIGHEST
GRADE GOODS
AT LOWEST

M

PA

,

PRICES

fa

Line of Brass and Iron Feds
Also Canopy

Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

'EXPERT EMBALMERS

&

FUNERAL

FE HARDWARE

SANTA

j

US A CALL.

GH--

The Most

Beds.

DIRECTORS.

SUPPLY CO.

VESTMENTS.

Complete and most moderate priced
line of CHRISTMAS NOVELTIES
ever seen i i Santa Fe, cow oa display
in our Store.

Tiirc

trans-Pacifi-

line of Navajos which
make most acceptable gifts typical o' the country.
Watch for our new line of Christmas Leather Goods,
We have a new and handsome

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

First OF
National, Bank
SANTA

c

FJi

semi-annual-

.

A. B. REN EH AN

GEO. M. KINSELL,'

President.

.

E, P. DAVIS,
Sec'y-Trea-

SANTA FE ABSTRACT, REALTY

8

s

J. B. HAY WARD
Manager.

INSURANCE AGENCY.

We prepare ABSTRACTS OF TITLE. We write.
FIRE, TORNADO, PLATE GLASS, LIFE &
We draw LEGAL
INSURANCE.
& COLLECTIONS,
to
RENTS
PAPERS, attend
LOAN and PLACE MONEY for clients
We can secure a desirable TENANT or PURCHASER for your property.
We respectfally bolicityour business.

T

Room

19

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Catron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black

'

&

ELK'S THEATRE

First National

!

of Santa

i

!

"F

!

TE"

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

76

&

COAL YARD

1

Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever save,
me at my salon
Just call on eve
or busy noon
At morn cr
dress the hair with grace
and
I'll curl
face,
I'll suit the contour c your
sors keen,
My razor sharp and
My shoo is neat and .owelsare clean
And everything I think you'll llnd
To suit the taste and please the mind.

BOB LEE

sTDrjULlAN,

'

FIRST CLASS

BATH

S in)

.

ROOM

T. W.ROBERTS
111

O. K. BARBER SHOP
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,N

M

THE PERFUME
MEMORY

,

-

This is

TELL YOUR TROUBLES
OVER THE 'PHONE.

OF SANTA'S

BIG CITYSHOWAT

SATS
PRICES

If yon would discuss

the subject

intelligently.

POPULAR PRICES

ON SALE NOW '
25, 35 and 50 cents.

TO

p.
Taos at
""Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and good

the beat.
There is a new scheme to relieve
CAPITAL
all this strain and bother and it has
teams.
been devised by Chairman Lopez of
the police committee. He and the
ZEirexy T'liJ.Ja.g 4sao. to Maleo Pw
mayor have arranged to appoint a
& Co. man to
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
stay at police headquarters
just like the police lieutenants of the
I
It you went anything on earth try big cities and to answer 'phone calls,
II you vrant anything on eartn try
door bells and so forth. If the gar- New Mexican Want Ad.
a
Ad.
Want
Mexican
a New
""
""" - "'"'
""
"
ff)?1--1.j.
wmia atJJL
rlTatfagyntniT """'i -- w
nm?m'.'fi1

H.

S.

A

lew

and
www

w

Hour

Hawaiian

Pine-

ilfwa.li'a'i mil

i i'ihiim'H

nl

"WJi"-,Jir-

imrMnMini iiwmnriffllMII

Liu

CI AtfFNnDN
X

For Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water

AND

ff
elIl

and See
them in

Light Company

V7

GARDEN
R V.BOYLE

CUtMDQN

y

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

M(?r,

POULTRY

YARDS

FRESH LAID EGGS tverjMay

Hure bred burred Plymouth Rocks and White
Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on "ft'yndotte.
clean wholesome food
chance of Tutwrculosla (terms nor Ptomaine poisoning.
only. No
A FEW If AT HEJS8 FOR KATINU.

Wf-

electric h ervice

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

gents

CARTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.

apple Juice.

NEW CHEESE OF ALL KlftDS

jLiiaLiii1lj.,rto.,..

A

bm !

following we invested to the thirst; m owtMng
tool tod iBTiting
CtttOEX ALE, WILD CKEStRY, LEMON SODA, ISO mWEVt,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

NEW 1910 NUT MEATS, ALMONDS,
WALNUTS, PECANS

PHARMACY

S5.00

Bever-

:::::::
IT

DOLE'S

TRY

THE

Delicious

A Healthful,

Qrinlc age

4

yottr orders deJiv'erid

T&e

WHERE PRICES ARE LOWEST
FOR SAFE QUALITY.

Co.

K

Telethon led 15

I0FT BRINKS

((

1
Mailed on
receipt of
NEW MKXIOAN PRINTING do,
Santo Fe, N. M.

LINE

WOOD'YS

I

The Boc k of the Time

a High Class Entertain-

ment for Ladies and Children
A

From 9 a. m. to 10 p. m. You May Call
Up Police and Be Sure of a
is like a halo that's ever round us.
Reply This Time.
His pack may be heavy, out it s never
HACK
too large to carry.
Tell your troubles to the policeman.
That is the Metropolitan way of doing
OUR DELICATE PERFUME
From
business.
FOR XMAS TIME.
Don't call up Mayor Seligman every
TAOS
BARRANCA
some one steals your door mat,
time
South We have a triple extracts that almost or robs
Meets Both North
your hen coop, or grows faceoutlast the year.
tious with your door bell. Don't tell
Bounds Trains.
XMAS GIFT SUNDRIES AT THIS the mayor when you have a toothLeaves Barranca on tne arrival ot
STORE
ache, head ache or suffer from eye
at
arrives
and
train
bound
the north
strain looking to see if a "cop" is on
are elegant but not expensive.
7
m.

FARE

TH0VUSP. DELGAD0, Mgr.

E"

-

mantMijt..

i

'jfifl,

rarv.,11.
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JlliU TUT IILB

and

Opzttaibon
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
SKIN AFFECTIONS

St. Louis Rocky ML &
Pacific

WHETHER ON INFANT OR GROWN
PERSON CURED BY ZEMO
AND ZEMO SOAP.
An Unusual Offer.
The Capital Pharmacy drug store
says to every person, be it man, woman or child, who has an Irritated,
tender or itching skin to come to our
store and and procure a bottle of
ZEMO and a cake of ZEMO soap and
If you are not entirely satisfied with
results, come back and get your
money. So confident are we of the
efficacy of this clean, simple treatment, that we make you this unusual
offer.
ZEMO is a clean llqu'-- l for external
use that has cured so many cases of
eczema, pimples, dandruff and other
ZEMO and
forms of skin eruption.
ZEMO soap are the most economical
as well ts the cleanest and most effective treatment for affections of the
skin or scalp, whether on infant or
grown person.

Company.

Railway

GENERAL OFFICESRATON NEW MEXICO.
iKeail howa)

In elTeot Sept, 1st 1910t

a m
7 30
7 40
06
6 20
e 35

a

10
91.15
10 00

Humaldo
beilman

20
25
31
42
49

0
7

8 07

48
65

Thompson
Ounnlniiham
:.. ..Clifton Hniis V M
J Ar...
Katon. X. M. ...
.Lv
J

1

f.v1

1

Katou , N . M
Ar.
Olifton Houae N M.
SPreston.

A

94

00
60
30
IS
03
45
25
55
30

lu 15
9 49
9 32

8 55
Koehler Junction ..
Koehler
05J
8 20
Lfilfux
8 02
.(Vrrovso
7 45
Ar..
..nniarrc.T
Lv..
Cimarron
a ni
Nash
Harlan
Ar
Ute Park. N. M.. Lvl.

"68
76
82

4 IS
4 43
5 00
o 10
5 IS
5 2S
6 43

4
3
3
3
3
2
2

.I'unnllM
VlKil

16

2J7

20j

Lv. Ilea Moines. N. M...Ari

0
4
11

2 30

i 45

(Head Up)

STATIONS

IS

6 35
6 27
6 17
6 00

pm

lOormants at Oolfitx with K. P. ,t S. W. Ky, train bota North and?Soutb.
SStai?efor Van Kouten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.iM.
M. M , at' 9:00
(Tto P.irk. V. M Tor
Stww leav-tm, daily except
undays. Kare fe: w one wv $.1.50 roiimt trip; fifty pound baaruae carried free.
(1. AS. train ltvivei ivs M linu-iX, M-- , for the south at 11:11 p. m. arrives rrora the
3ot'th at 4;38 a. m.
E. G. DEDMAN,

J. VAN HOUTEN,

Superintendent.

F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

V. P. & G. M.,

THE FORUM

with
porous plaster,
and less "plaster" goes
"porous"
without saying. This little giant (?),
general
manager (?), hustler (?)
writer ,and possessor of all the brain
and sinews of war for the dear people (?) is a man without equal in
modern or parallel in ancient history.
The best brainless argument he has
used is the Fergussonian article, unadulterated: "Oppose the constitution
for what it does not contain." There
it is in a nut shell. We suppose
Christians could oppose the creed or
Lord's prayer for the same reasons
and there would he just as much Wade
sense in it. Guess the constitution
of the United States would be opposed by this modern reformer, because it also not contains what Mr.
Midget Choate wants.
He has also announced himself for
office already and he is using his
sheet, brains, legal talent and all insurgent influence he can, to land a
This
plum at the coming elections.
also again further convinces me of
the whole schame to take advantage
of the local conditions for their personal aggrandizement.
With perhaps two or three exceptions, the "bunch" is not in my opinion the "article" that serious men
should follow into battle. Take Midget Wade Jr. Is he to be our leader
(?) Is Mr. Wader, Sr., the man to
lead men? What is the use. I could
mention other names.
For instance, Old Man Freeman said
edited

at Las Cruces
Factory
Exposed.
am guilty. I insurged. i made a
1
fight and met my Waterloo.
kept
up my insurgent spell until very recently. It was this way:
The insurgent headquarters were
the scene of insurgent acts, talk and
bluff.
It was the "cheap" talk that
convinced me that the "alleged" insurgent movement was, is and never
can be in my opinion but a "scheme"
to boost themselves. The argument
used by these men against the constitution is unparalleled for lack of logic,
business and sense.
I was honest about insurging, but I
cannot
longer remain with the
"camp" when really there are no insurgents. It is a "scheme" of a few
disgruntled Republicans, who have no
"kick" except that they are "out" and
the other is "in." They sre insincere.
Several of these men have already
announced themselves for candidates
for office at next election, which further assures me that I am right in
my opinion that they are using the
people (?) as dummies, while they
sacrifice themselves (?) for the dear
people, in a rainbow chase race for
political preferment and office.
In this regard may be mentioned
the adamantine cheek and monumental gall of Midget Wade, Jr., who has
launched a sheet about the size of a
Insurgent

more

to me: "Will vote against the constiNow 1
tution on general principles."
ask any man around here to tell me
what Old Man Freeman would not
vote against except the Democratic
ticket. He would vote against God,
if he was on the Republican ticket.
Such are the men, and such are the
causes.
I have attended many meetings of
the "alleged" insurgents, and Democrats, and I have come to the conclusion that the fight is based on a poor
foundation, there being actually no
real good reason for it, except per
I
sonal spite and local supremacy.
went insurgent to accomplish my objects, but the more I saw of it the
less I thought about it and the further I got from my stand, from my
principle.
I am not accustomed to write but
the yell of my conscience bade me do
it, and I wish to say that I am done
with the entire "shooting match,"
fully convinced that they are wrong,
and only trying to place themselves
in office.
I have noticed also that the only
newspaper that boosts them in the
Tribune-Citizen- ,
which is one of the
biggest "windbags" in journalism.
E. X. INSURGENT.

T. Ross, Cincinnati; C. L. Pollard,
H. J. Spinden, New York; N.
V. Mallory, Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. M.
Friedman, Carlisle, Pa.; A. B. McGaf-fey- ,
Clarence Loven, P. H. Cox D. K.
B. Selers, H. F. Robinson, Albuquerque; J. C. Landers, L. G. Shanklin,
William
E. Turner,
Albuquerque;
Kansas City; J. W. Ridge, Louisville.
Coronado.
J. A. Burns, Will Brown, Espanola;
D. Angel, Galisteo; H. Brown, Elida;
W. H. Rogers, Houston, Texas; C. O.
Hyer, Hyer.
Capitol.
M. Ortiz. Los Angeles;
Thomas
Bremel, Sliver City, Colo.; T. A. Richardson, Albuquerque; Ray Flowers,
Las Vegas; A. J. Ortiz, C. Ortiz,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Laurey,
J. A. Cawn, Estancia; R.
A. McCracken, Las Vegas; Mr. and
Mrs. Willis, Denver.
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THIS

13 CERTAIN

The Proof That Santa Fe
Cannot Deny.

Readers

WHfcN GOING

What could furnish stronger evidence of the efficiency of any remedy
than the test of time? Thousands of
people testify that Doan's Kidney

Pills cure permanently.
Home endorsement should prove undoubtedly the merit of this remedy.
Tear? ago your friends and neighbors
testified to the relief they had derived
from the use of Doan's Kidney Pills.
They now confirm their testimonials.
They say time has completed the test.
Mrs. Agripina D. de Gonzales, 102
Garcia St, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "In
September, 1906. I procured Doan's
Kidney Pills and used them for backache which had been a source of much
annoyance. In the morning when I
arose my back was so lame and painful

TAKE CARE.

that

could hardly stoop.

J

I knew

east or west
use the

RIOGANDg
Shortest Line to Denver,

11

Colo. Springs and Pueblo
VL

TICKETS AND RE8ERVATION8
CITY OFFICE IN

that my trouble was due to disordered
kidneys and I was finally led to try
Doan's Kidney Pills, by the good re
ports I heard about them. The contents of one box drove away all my
pains and I am happy to state that my
cure has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo.,
Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

Remember that when your kidneys
are affectea, your life is in danger,
M. Mayer, Rochester, N. Y., says: "My
trouble started with a sharp shooting
pain over my back which grew worse
daily. I felt sluggish and tired, my
kidney action was irregular and infrequent. I started using Foley Kidney Pills. Each dose seemed to put
new life and strength into me, and
now I am completely cured and feel
better and stronger than for years."!
Sold at Capital Pharmacy.

I.

-,

run,-dow- n

Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Dunn, Denver;

Alexander Read, Farmington; Frank
Bond, Espanola; L. H. Putney, Dallas;
W. M. Hayward, Albuquerque; W. R.
Hitt, F. M. Specht, Denver; F. Armstrong, Great Falls, Mont; W. H. Her-ricSocorro; J. A. Eaton, Las Vegas.
Claire.
George W. Short, C. Hill, Fred
Green, F. L. Texler, New York; H. H.
Brox, Buckman; H. J. Ryan, East Las
Vegas; W. F. Patterson, Albuquerque.
Montezuma.
J. M. Hunter, Louisville; Lucretia

Ct

UNION DEPOT.

j

HOTEL ARRIVALS

j

'

ject to Stomach trouble knew the
tremendous
and digestive virtue contained
In Diapepsln.
This harmless preparation will digest
a heavy meal without the slightest
fuss or discomfort, and relieve tne
sourest, acid stomach in five minutes,
besides overcoming all foul, Nauseous
odors from the breath.
Ask your pharmacist to show you
the formula plainly printed on each
case of Pape's Dlapepsin, then
you, will readily understand why this
promptly cures Indigestion and re
moves such symptoms as Heartburn,
a feeling like a lump of lead in the
stomach, Belching of Gas and Eructations of undigested food, water brash,
Nausea, Headache, Biliousness and
many other bad symptoms; and, besides, you will not need laxatives to
keep your stomach, liver and Intestines clean and fresh.
If your stomach is sour and full of
gas, or your food doesn't digest, and
your meals don't seem to fit, why not
case from your druggist
get a
and make life worth living? Absolute
felief from Stomach misery and perfect digestion of anything you eat is
sure to follow five minutes after, and
besides, one case is sufficient to cure
a whole family of such trouble.
a harmless. Inexpensive
Surely,
preparation like Diapepsln, which will
always, either at daytime or during
night relieve your stomach misery
and digest your meals, is about as
handy and valuable a thing as you
could have n the house.
anti-ferme-

Against the Posttim Cereal Co., Lt el. Gave a Splendid
Cb ance to Bring Out F acts
A

i

rushed

disagreement about advertising arose with a "Weekly" Journal.

that

"weekly" attacked us about claimed

in

back rather too hard and thereupon sued for libel.

appendicitis an operation could be avoided by discontinuing

of

indigestible

foo ,

washing out the bowels and taking a predigested

Grape Nuts.
Observe

cases not

to the analysis of

the wheat

The "weekly" writer

could not be called a "predigested food because not all of it

said

that

was a lie.

of appendicitis and never investigated to find out if
Co.

were genuine.

surgeon testified that

would not obviate

it

when an operation was required

Grape-Nu-

ts

True.

We never claimed that when an operation was

required

Grape-Nut- s

bacteria was grown by undigested food f requ jntly.
food

was largely responsible for appendicitis

a

knife, but by stopping the use of food which did not digest, and when food
was helpful to use a predigested food which did not

overtax the weakened organs of digestion.

..'S3

t

'.:

of the food

one-ha- lf

'

..

to be

food.

--

is "predigested,"

it is

It

will pay fine returns

in health to quit the heavy breakfast

and lun-

predigested.

ments nature requires to sustain the body. May we be permitted to

Health, Dr. Ralph

ratories, and Dr.

B.

Sachs, N.

W.

Webster, chief of the Chicago

a

time study of food, food digestion and effects, and the conclusions are
dorsed by many of the

best

the

e

life-

suggesting,

as a Father

milk or Postum.
Grape-Nut-

s

does or does not contain

the

purity, will be treated in later newspapers articles!
Good food is important and its effect on the body is also important

in- -'

medical authorities of the day.

It is possible that we are at fault for

sug-

ele-

ments which nature requires for the nourishment of the brain, also of its

v

our head, Mr, C. W. Post, has made

ele-

and cream, two soft boiled eggs, and

Grape-Nut- s

The question of whether

Y.

fact that

gest a breakfast of fruit,

some hot toast and cocoa,

Labo-

ignorant about appendicitis and its cause it is possible the public will

Mother might, to one of

When e pain in the right side appears it is not always necessary

When ready to begin feeding use a predigested

ches and use less food but select food certainly known to contain the

us, jn view of the

We showed by expert testimony that many cases are healed without

it

that if only

It is best to stop all food.

It is palatable and strong in Nourishment

If we were a little severe in our denunciation of a writer,

We claimed and proved by other famous experts that undigested

has rise from undigested 'ood.

generally

easier on weakened stomach and bowels than food in which no part is

N. Y. Board of

The surgeon testified bacteria (germs) helped to bring on an attack and

food ts pure beyond question.

Grape-Nut- s

It is not always necessary to operate.

Splitting hairs about the meaning of a word.
Is sufficient

prevention

old common sense is helpful even nowadays.

Appendicitis

To show the facts we introduce Dr. Thos. Darlington former chief of the

would prevent It.

was required again

was digested

outside the body was commonly known as "predigested."

It

person

It Is partly predigested.

s

The other chemists said any food which had been partly or half digested

He was put on the stand and compelled to admit he was not a Dr. and had

the testimonial letters to our

Grape-Nut-

outside the body.

We replied that he was Ignorant of the facts.

no medical knowledge

Just plain

starch

This trial demonstrated

Some of the State chemists brought on by the "weekly" said

a skilful physician when a

is worth a pound of cure."

into

transformed

and barley had been

appen-

the suggestion being followed.

is in the awful throes of acute appendicitis, but "an ounce of

and that part

Grape-Nut- s

once carted off to a hospital and cut?

No one better appreciates the value of

and

Chicago

(the large part of food.)

knife as they fear death?

at

dicitis have disappeared by

taking.

aH.

Wouldn't that knowledge be a comfort to those who fear a surgeon's

because it is easy ofdigestlon.

s

We have known of many cases wherein the approaching signs of

or

s

(partly digested before

We brought to court analytical chemists from New York,

of the starchy part of

Grape-Nut-

sugar, the kind of sugar produced in the human body by digested

we said MANY

A famous

Then, when food is required, use an easily digested food.

Mlshawaka, Ind., who swore

food,

Grape-Nut-

Or should the child be

any other if you know it to be predigested

We replied through the regular papers and the "weekly thought we hit

many cases

use

has not been digested.

ing at the claims we made, particularly regarding Appendicitis.

the

food, &c, &c, which has not been digested, then when again ready for food

a hospital and, at the ris k of death, he cut

Plain common sense shows the better way is to stop food that evidently

Following it, an attack on us appeared in their editorial columns, sneer-

The advertisiment

off to

MM

n

South-Wester- n

body-build-

II
MM

NEW MEXICAN BLDG.

ore from 18 inches to 4 feet In width
is looked for from this district In the and assaying from $40 to $125 per
ton in gold, silver and copper. This
MINES AND MINING
I
near future.
A 600 foot tunnel is being driven group is considered one of the best
on the Caribel in order that the vein opened up properties in the country
Red River
Mines be cut at a good depth and the bliuft and Is a sure dividend payer.
has the following to say of the min- which shows a large body of $:i8 ore,
Ed Price has been working the
ing properties in the Red River coun- be drained. A large force of men, un- Oklahoma group on the Columbine
der Andrew Manson. have been at and has been doing general developtry:
Several properties in the Red River work on the tunnel and under Mr. ment work. He has succeeded In
dedistrict are showing up wonderful bo- Manson's able supervision, the
opening up several veins carrying
dies of good ore and work in this sired depth will soon be reached.
gold, silver and copper ore and is
section has been quietly progressing
The 150 foot on the Golden Trea- well pleased so far with results. Mr.
and Price has started a tunnel, 4x6 feet
during the past summer months. The sure mine is being
ore is of quality and more good news everything is being placed in perfect In the clear in one large
vein
working order by the Oldham broth- and has already timbered the first 15
ers.
feet with 12x12 timbers. The close
A GENEROUS
OFFER
S. M. Mallet has succeeded in reach setting makes it a solid timbered tun
,
.
ing some very good ore as the result nel.
There are hundreds of people in this of the past summer's work on the
vicinity at this season of the year Carlo and from present Indications
Foley Kidney Pills are tonlo in acthe claim is a promising one.
who need a
tion, quick In results, and restore tne
The Sylvia tunnel is now Into the natural action of the kidneys and
tonic.
ing and strength-creatinIt is to all such, which comprise mountain over 800 feet and promises bladder. They correct Irregularities
old people,
delicate
the to become a good payer. The tunnel
children,
and convalescents, is being worked by Charles E. Comp-toweak,
Skating at Las Vegas "Ice of con
who is much pleased with his siderable thickness is
and all those who suffer from chronic
forming on the
coughs and colds, that we ask to efforts so far.
Agua Pura Company's lakes In the
come to our store and get a bottle
The Independece mine was sold at Gallinas canyon. A few more cold
of Vlnol, our delicious cod liver and sheriff's sale on September 6 last for night will make skating good, aliron tonic (without oil).
$10,300, Bosche and other eastern ca- though that pastime would be dangerIf it fails to build you up, create pitalists being the purchasers. A ous at present." Las Vegas Optic. .
strength and restore normal health, streak of high grade sylvanjte ore,
we will cheerfully return the money which runs as high as $14,000 to ton, DYSPEPSIA, GAS OR
ANY STOMACH DISTRESS.
paid us for it. We take all the chan- - makes this a most valuable property
ces you take none. As a matter of and the new owners are thought to
Sourness, Gas, Indigestion and Heart
fact, we don't take much chance have made a good purchase.
burn Vanish and you Feel Fine
The king Solomon group of six
either, because Vinol rarely disapin Five Minutes.
of
tunnel
500
a
over
bottle
feet
Come
has
us.
and
in,
get
claims,
points
There would not be a caso of Indiand 180 foot incline shaft on their
on these terms. The Capital
vein showing up a very fine body of gestion here if readers who are sub
blood-makin-

AT

j

and

family who announced a pain In the side: "Stop

using the food, greasy meats, gravies,. mince p'e cheese, too much starchy

'There's a Reason"
Postum Ce ea! Co , Ltd
Battle Creek, Mich.
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WANTS

THOSE WHO SIGHED THE CONSTITJTIO

FOR RENT
Chapelle St.

Furnished room.

102

FOR RENT Furnibhed Tent house
for housekeeping, 160 Garcli.
FOR SALI3 Cowg. horses and wag-- i
on. Apply at Mrs. Otto Retach 401

Galisteo St
FOR RENT Six room furnished
house
location in town. Lease
six to fifteen months. O. C. Watson
bc-B-t

& Co.

j

j

SKLrXT
TABLE B0ARI Home
rooking. $1 pr day. Also beautifully
furnished front room, suitable for two
Rath, Electric lights. Mrs.
Summers, 119 Don Caspar Ave.

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Ribbons and sup- platentg furnished.
piles. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and ypewrlterg guar-- i
antef-d- .
Santa Fe Typewriter Ei- chanse. Phone Black 231.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Small Holding Claim No. 2520.
not coal.
014351
Department of the Interior.
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe. N. M.. Nov. 21, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that the follo-

claimant has

wing-named

fe

Ukl

filed not-

ice of his Intention to make final proof
in support of his claim under sections
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891,
(26 Stats., 854), an amended by the
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
479.) and the said proof will be made
Probate
before Alfredo Montoya,
Clerk at Bernalillo, N. M., on January
9, 1911, viz: Marcos C. de Baca, of Pi na Blanca, N. M., for the claim 2521)
in sees. 35 and 3C, T. 16 N., R. 5 E., N.
M. P. M. Surveyed in May 1909.
He names the following witnesses
adto prove his actual continuous
verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Luis Leyha, Gauro Crespin, Paz
Antonio Lucero, all of Pena,
Blanca, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will ba
given an opportunity at ine above- e
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said clainin-an- t,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by the claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
a,

cross-examin-

Notice for Publication.
(013780.)
Coal Land Jemei Forest.
Small Holding Claim Na 4372
Department of the Interior.
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe. N. M., Nov. 9, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that the rev
lowlng-nameclaimant hag filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his c'arm under
sections 16 and 17 of the act ot March
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stata..
470). and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, TJ. S. Ct
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on December 26
1910, viz: Mauriclo Sancbex, ot Cuba,
N. M.. for the claim 4372 in Sec. 7,
T. 20 N., R. 1 W., and Sec. 12, T. 20
N., R. 2 W.. N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz:
Vicente Sanchez. Manuel Sanchei,
Sam Wiggins, Ellas Sanchea, all of
Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should iot be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal ot
d

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

that submitted by claimant

MANUEL R. OTERO.

Register.

$4.05

LAS VEGAS
AND RETURN

account of

New Mexico

Educational
Association Meeting
Dec. 27th to 29lh 1910
A fare and one fifth for the
round trip has been authorized
from all points in New Mexico
including, Trinidad and El

Paso.

Dates of Sale Deo.

26th, to
Return Limit.JJanuary 2nd, 29).
1911.

Side Ride to
Santa Fe, from
Las,Vegas,

$3.35
FROM LAMY 75c,
FOR THE ROUND TRIP
"SANTA FE All The WAY"
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dar formerly of Vienna and now a pany of artists from New York City.
homesteader near the Arroyo Hondo And then there will be moving picMINOR CITY TOPICS
project has caught five coyotes this tures.
week and will likely bring their pelts
"I believe that this show which, will
to the city soon to get the $2 per head be only tonight and tomorrow night
He says that the secret in will thoroughly please Santa Fe," said
bounty.
S
Denver, Colo., Dec. 13. The
coyotes in steel traps is to Manager Michael Stanton of the Elks'
catching
X forecast is fair tonight exsmoke the trap and grease it and then theater today. "I have seen the comX cept snow flurries in east por- - X cover with
greased paper, so that pany and I think they will measure
weathtion.
Wednesday fair
the coyotes cannot smell the steel. up to our expectations. I advise ev- VOW
1.00
n;ib.
SlT(iAK
3t Then he says one should grind
S er.
sagejery one to come early for while the
brush and throw it over one's tracks price of admission will be higher than
Coal Hods, Fire Shovels and Ka-- while leaving the trap so that the the regular picture show prices, there
STRICTLY FRESH (ANDREWS RANCH) Dz,
60c.
j
tliator
brushes at GOEBELS.
coyotes win not get toe scent oi iooi- - will be no reserved seats and the
GUARANTEED FRESH KANSAS FARM Dz.
45c.
ar--j
has
New
Arrival
A
baby
girl
prints of any man Friday. To attempt early comers will get the best ones.
- Dz.
FRESH COLO. RANCH
35c
rived at the home of Mr. and Mrs. to catch a coyote in these days of Curtain rises at 8 p. m."
;
Thomas A. Herlow, Water street.
their higher education with an ordi7rc lOlb. l.,4- 5- 20lb. 2.85
PURE LARD- - 31b. iiOc-S- lb.
Dr. Clifford S. Losey, eye, ear, nosei nary steel trap and use no
subtle COURT WILL HAVE
BACON 20 24 -- 3nd 80c lb.
and throat specialist of Las Vegas, will precautions is as foolish as to try to
A BUSY SESSION.
be at the Palace hotel, December 15, catch a bird by putting salt on its tail,
15c PREMIUM HAMS 20c lb.
DRY SALT BACON-l- b.
It; and 17. Hours 2 to 5 p. m.
About 200 Persons Are to Be Hailed
he says.
Woodmen The Modern
Modern
Before it December 16 or AfterWhat could make a more accept-blWE HAVE EVERTHING THERE IS TO
Woodmen of America will elect offward for Not Paying Tax.
or appropriate Christmas gift, useEAT AND OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.
icers tonight at Elks hall and all mem- ful to every man and woman, than a
bers are requested to be present.
It seems that the local courts are
hundred engraved, calling cards? The
Phone Ho. 4.
F. ANDREWS
Marriage License Juan de Dios Vi- New Mexican can suit the most fas- going to have busy sessions in the
lo. 4.
near future.
gil and Maria Cecilia Lordola of
tidious in this line.
have taken out a marriage li
Marshal
Mayor Seligman,
Conven
Sena,
to Democratic
Delegates
cense.
tion The following delegates have Councilman Celso Lopez and Street
Ceferino
Alarid are
on Fire Three been elected to tie. Democratic con Commissioner
Four Buildings
buildings were burned at Portales. vention in this city on Saturday: Ber- checking over the poll books of the
Roosevelt county, in a fire that start nalillo county H. B. Fergusson, A past election and finding out who has
William paid that poll and road tax and who
ed in the Iron Front saloon building. Fleischer, M. P. Sawtelle,
THE REXALL STORE
THE REXALL STORE
s
not.
The same day, an attempt to burn Hoffman. O. N. Marron, W. C.
The mayor has declared repeatedly
'down the Eagle's hall at Roswell was treich, Steve Roehl, Isaac Barth, ,Ta- CHRISTMAS
CHRISTMAS
discovered.
AT
cob Korber, Thomas Passmore, Dr. in the past and again this morning
Ladies Aid Society A special meet-- ; D. H. Cam's. Roman Archuleta, Leo- that those who refuse to come
j
Dr. "through" with that tax will be pulled
Warren
Graham,
nardo
of
Aid
Hunlck,
of
Woman's
the
Society
ing
the Presbyterian church will be held C. H. Conner, Dr. S. L. Burton and through court. It is said 200 or more
have summons served on
at the home of Mrs. C. L, Bishop to- - Col. .T. G. Albright. The resolutions will likely
committing them, unless they attend to this little
Busi-- : adopted declare against
3 o'clock.
at
morrow
afternoon
We hove a small stock of Choice and well selected
the Democratic party to opposition to matter by Friday the 16th inst.
ness of importance.
GIFTS
and
CHRISTMAS
suitable
the constitution. The following delefor
goods
From 27 to 50 Degrees Yesterday
were elected to represent Curry UNION MINERS ARE
gates
invite you to inspect what we offer.
That was the range in temperature county: O. L. Owen, C. W. Walker,
VOTING FOR OFFICERS.
FOUNTAJN
PERFUMERY.
!and the average relative humidity H. D.
STATIONER,
T0ILET BOXES.
C. E. Dennis, W. D.
Terrell,
'
PIPES. KODAKS
and FANCY
was 64 per cent yesterday. The low- -' McBee, T. C. Taylor, Henry G. Coors, President Thomas L. Lewis is OpPENS. SAFETY RAZORS.
est temperature last night was 18 de- Dr. T. ,T. Stern, Dr. T. J. Webb. The
PACKAGE CANDIES.
posed for
by John
NO
grees and at 6 o'clock this morning following delegates were elected from
LEFTOVERS
NEW-P. White of Iowa.
ALL
it was 20 degrees. The day was gen- Roosevelt county: Dr. A. .T. Evans.
& Greeting Cards.
Largo Assortment of Tags, Seals
erally clear, warm and pleasant but .Tames A. Hall, Z. P. White.
Indianapolis, Dec. 13. Union mincooler at night. The temper-- ;
became
ers al: over the country today are
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
ature of 18 degrees this morning was ATHLETICS TAKE GAME
balloting for their international of-FROM HIGH SCHOOL, ficers. The result will not be
the lowest of the season and there
an
Tha ffigMCaljL Store
The
was an increase in humidity and
nounced until the annual convention
quite a deposit of frost The great Newly Organized Aggregation Wins,at Columbus Ohio, next month. Pre- in Fast txnibition or Basnet
cold wave moving east was felt there--;
sident Thomas L. Lewis is opposed
Ball Tossing.
fore slightly here, the southern edge
for
by John P. White of
of the storm leaving some cloudiness
Oskaloosa Iowa, President of the
One of the hottest games of basket Iowa
in the heavens yesterday and causing
district.
ball was held last night at the Armory.
the mercury to take a plunge.
were
Athletics
The
organized
newly
A Neat Christmas Gift Christmas
in size and ages to the High DON YOUR ROBES OF
Is not very far away and now Is the superior
CHARITY TONIGHT.
School boys thus taking the game by
time to order attractive gifts. Could a
not
to
score.
their
Owing
large
Let every one, with one accord, in
anything be nicer than boxes of em- having played together before they
bossed stationery? Leave your ordid not play strictly according to this season of "Peace on Earth, good
ders at the New Mexican.
fulnc unit nnatd arn hlo rntlirh Tllnvintr will toward men" turn out tonight to
Indian Band at Services Much fav- was done this warwhicb was against! the Spanish supper and bazaar at the
SURGEON'S
orable comment was expressed yes- the rules of course, but they could beinew Sanitarium. Help the good
FOOT-BRAC- E
fouled out. Frye who played cen- - ters who are devoting their lives to
terday by those who attended the
a feas
0
Church
at
the
ceremonies
the Athletics has played in a'neIPinS otherBfor
ter
impressive
of Our Lady of Guadalupe on the professional team and last night he g00" thi"SS to eat and a east of good
AND
WOMEN
WHO
SUFFER
MEN
architec-whicAN EFFECTIVE RELIEF FOR
music played by the band of the TJ. S. played according to national rules music- a feast o beautiful
Tne Spanish supper will be
are much different to the
Indian Industrial School. This band
FOOT DISCOMFORT
from 5 to - There wlU als0
j serve(1
has discoursed sweet muBic on sev- cial basket ball rules.
be
canA?
booths, ice cream booths,
K I G H V A ROh STJ F PORT,
K E AT H K
feasts
when
But notwithstanding these facts,
church
eral occasions
be a sc;ne
Wonderful invent ion for fallen aieh,,worn
were celebrated and it was said that the game was a fast one from start j fanc' work DtnS- - "
baniBh carkin8
in ordinary shoes,
the band never played better than to finish and the High School boys to cnarm the eye and
gave them a run for their money. As care.
yesterday.
And don't forget-tha- t
many pretty
the result of the game two of the
Many New Christmas Novelties
will be In charge of the booths.
girls
on
are
team
School
the
High
boys
have been received at the Spot Cash
248 San Francisco St.
Shoe Specialist
store of Mr. Travis, and as it is only slightly battered u. At the end of the HILARIO LUCERO IS
half, Referes Keefe stated that
a question of time when Mr. Travis second
VICTIM OF PNEUMONIA.
the score was 18 to 52.
will have to close on account of his
health he offers low prices on every- VAUDEVILLE AT THE
Hilario Lucero of Agua Fria Street
S9 thing. Read the ad. in this issue.
ELKS THEATER TONIGHT. died today a vjctim of pneumonia
Lincoln Files $10,000 Bond
SATISFACTION
ASSURED
aged 36 years. He had been ill but
has filed the $10,000 bond re- Two Hours and Ten Minute Show, In-- ! a short time and his death occurred
FIRST GLASS rnRRTPIfs MAPK I INS THKODORE
Prop
at 10 o'clock this morning. He was
quired by a recent order of Judge E.
eluding Bright Skits and
R. Wright in the Carrizozo-Lineolwell known and a popular member of
Brilliant Pictures.
HACK SERVICE
Baggies and Saddle Horses
county seat fight, thus tying up indeAt the Elks' theater tonight from Company E, New Mexico National
finitely the construction of the new 8 to 10:10 p. m. That's where the Guard.
courthouse and jail at Carrizozo.
crowd will be, for there is a vaudeSurviving him are a widow and
Catches Five Coyotes Peter Wla- - ville performance by a bright com- - four little children, and much sym- -
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Tests show Dr. Price's

GROCERY AND BAKERY

Baking Powder to be most
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purity and healthfulness
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steers $45.50; western cows

pathy was expressed for them today.
The
Undertaking
establishment is in charge of the funeral arrangements and the date of the
funeral will be announced tomorrow.

Market
Hogs
Receipts 1,000.
ten to twenty lower. Bulk $4.75
7.60; heavy $7.507.60; packers and
butchers $7.457.60 light; $7.457.60.
Market
Sheep
Receipts 10,000.
HOMESTEADERS.
NOTICE TO
to ten lower. Muttons $3.50
steady
Notice is hereby given that the Sec- 4.25; lambs $5.256.40; fed wethers
retary of the Interior by recent deci- and yearlings $3.7o5.25; fed westsion revoked the decision in the case ern ewes $3.253.80.
of Esberne K. Muller, 39 L. D. 72, relative to leave of absence in connec- CERTIFICATE REEXTENDING
tion with commutation proof, and that
CHARTER.
the practice in regard to leave of
Treasury
Department,
absence is now the same as before
Office of Comptroller ol the Curthe Muller decision, that is: that a
rency.
leave of absence will not break the
D. C, Dec. 2, 1910.
Washington,
entry-maof
the
if
residence
continuity
by
satisfactory evidence
Whereas,
returns to his land and
to the undersigned, It has
presented
his residence before the expira been made to
appear that THE FIRST
n

tion of leave of absence.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

MARKETMREPORT

NATIONAL BANK OF

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Dec. 13. Wool unchanged
territory and western mediums 21
22; fine mediums 1719; fine 1213.
LIVESTOCK.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, LAWRENCE
Chicago. Dec. 13. Cattle Receipts O. MURRAY, Comptroller of the Curthan
lower
25
cents
Market
14,000.
rency, do hereby certify that THE
last week's close. Beeves $4.307.10; FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA

western
Texas steers $3.906.15;
FE, located in the City of Santa Fe,
steers $3.905.90; stackers and feed- in
the County of Santa Fe, and Terricows aud heifers
ers $3.255.50;
tory of New Mexico, is authorized to
$2.25(S5.90; calves $79.
have succession for the period speciMarket fied in
Hogs
Receipts 38,000.
its amended articles of associagenerally 20 lower. Light $7.407.75; tion; namely, until close of business
mixed $7.407.80; heavy $7.407.75; on December 2, 1930.
good to choice
rough $7.407.55;
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF witheavy $7.557.75; pigs $6.807.65; ness my hand and Seal of office this
bulk $7.607.75.
second day of December, 1910.
Market
Sheep
Receipts 30,000.
LAWRENCE O. MURRAY.
ten to fifteen lower. Native $2.40
of the Currency.
Comptroller
4.25: western $2.504.30;
yearlings (Seal)
lambs
native
$4.256.50; Charter No. 1750. Extension No. 1767.
?4.405.75;
western ?4.756.40.
Kansas City, Dec. 13. Cattle ReFOR RENT Three furnished rooms
ceipts 12,000, including 600 southerns. all modern conveniences, 316 Grant
steers
lower.
$4.75
Native
Market ten
6.25; southern steers $4.255.50;
native Foley Kidney Pills are tonic In acsouthern cows $2.754.50;
cows and heifers $2.755.50; stack- tion, quick in results, and restore the
and
ers and feeders $3.805.25; bulls $3.40 natural action of the kidneys
western bladder. They correct Irregularities.
7.45; calves $4.258.25;

l!ery Christmas for you
Want, every one of our friends and
patrons to accept our MERRY CHRISTMAS

r

1

t

As a personal one.. We wish it were

Now, you

the day, that old saying,

pliments of tne season.

THING TO GIVE

MAS GREETING

While
of

We can't do

HIM" for

Xmas.

Turn to this store for relief.

Every

gestions for a

man's

Xmas.

sug-

Look

the Season to our host of friends,

over this list and see if you do not

also, our readiness for

strike something that you know will
be "JUST THE THING."

the Holiday trade.

U

"SOME-

line of goods we carry, offers a

FOR ALL.

extending the compliments

we announce,

(TTm

can hear often on during

one by the nand and extend the com-

this, but we have a HEARTY CHRIST-

Suits

Sc.

'

possible for us to take each and every

SMOKING JACKETS,
OVERCOATS,
RAINCOATS,
FANCY VESTS,

NECKWEAR,
GLOVES,
SUSPENDERS,
PAJAMAS.

HOSIERY,
BATH ROBE,
SHIRTS,
DRESS SHIRTS,

UNDERWEAR,
UMBRELLA,
HAT,
CAP.

grand display. We would "hint" that you make your selection early, while
picking is at its best. We will assist you in every way we can COME, SEE,

NA5HAN S AL

Ih O

1M

SANTA FE,

located in the City of Santa Fe. in the
County of Santa Fe and Territory of
New Mexico, has complied with all
the provisions of the Act of Congress "to enable National Banking Associations to extend their corporate
existence, and for other purposes,"
approved July 12, 1882, as amended
by the act, approved April 12, 1902;

iiiimin r

n

$2.75

4.75.
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